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Introduction

1.

This is a consolidated statement of case which particularises:

1.1.

The claims by Ches[c~fleld United Inc, the Firs[ Claimant, and P2rtrldge Manageinen[
Group SA, ehe Second Claimant, in Par[ 7 proceedings HC14A02975 against ~1)
H rcitlar Mar Siyurdsson (2J Sigurdur Einarsson (3) Jaeger Investors Corp (h) Deutsche
Bank AG.

11.

The claims by Stephen John Akcrs, the Firsi Flpplicant, and Mark McDonald, the
second Applicant, as joint liquidators of Chesterfield United Inc and Partridge
Management Group SFl in proceedings mm~bca 6583/2010 (Chesterfield) and 6576
(Partridge) a~ains[ (1) Hmitlar Mar Sigurdsson (2) Sigurdm Einarsson (3) Venka[esh
Vishwanalhan, (4) Deutsche Bank AG for fra udule n[ trading pursuant fo article 21(g~
of the Cross ~ordet Insolvency Regula[io ns 2006 and under section 213 of the
Insolvency Act 1986.

0.

The Claimants/Applicants

2.

Chesterfield United Inc (° Chesterfield"j, the first Q~imanf, .s v company inrorporated in
the British Virgin Islands ("BVI") on 7 January 2008, with its registered office a[ Akara
Building, 2h Ue Castro Street, Wickhams Cay 1, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands. Fl[
all material times, Chesterfield had one director which was another BVI company called
Jaeger Investors Corp, [he Third Defendant Chesterfield was a special purpose vehicle
acquired by the shareholders iden[i Fied in paragraph 3 below, For the sole purpose of
purthasing financial product; from Deutsche.

3.

A[ all mateNal times, Chesterfield was owned by three 6VI companies which in turn were
owned by a number of private individuals. The ownership of Chesterfield is smnmarised
below. The Shareholders of Chesterfield listed below are rollcctively referred to as the
"Chesterfield Shareholders" in this Consolidated Particulars of Claim.
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Shareholder of Chesterfield

Owner of Shareholder

72%

Charbon Capital Limited ("Charbon")

Antonios Yerolemou

37%

7renvis Limited ("Trenvis")

Kevin Stanford X50%)

%< holding in
Chestertield

Karen Millen (50%)
Holly Beach SA ("Holly Beach")

36%

Skufi Thorvaldsson

Partridge Mana~emenc Group SA ("PartridgN'), the Secontl Cl2iman[, is a company

4.

incorporeted in [he ~VI on 181Wy 2008, with its registered office v[ Flkara 6uiiding, 24 De
Castro Stmet, Wickhams Cay 1, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands. At all material
times, Partridge had one director which was another BVI company calleJ Jaeger Investors
Corp, the Third Defendant. Partridge was a special purpose vehiNe incorporated For the
sole purpose of purchasing Financial products from Deutsche.

Partridge was owned by a BVI company (the "Partridge Shareholder° ) which in turn was

5.

owned by a private individual. The ownership of Partridge is summariseA below.

holding in

Shareholder of Chesterfield

Owner of shareholder

Harlow Equities SA ("Harlow")

Olafur Olafsson

Partridge
100%

On 10 May 2010:

6.

6.1.

Partridge was ordered to be wound up by the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Courc.
Stephen John Akers of Gran[ Thornton UK LLP antl Mark McDonald of Grant Thornton
(British Virgin IsWnds) Limited were appointed as joint liquidators.

61.

Chesterfield was ordered Co be wound up by [he Eas[em Caribbean Supreme Court.
M r Akers and Mr McDonald were also appointed as joint liquidators.

7.

On 4 November 2010, the BVI liquidation of Partridge was recognised by the High Court in
England under Hie Cross Border Insolvency Regulations 2006 (No. 2006/1030)("COIR") as a
foreign main proceetling, with Mr Akers and Mr McDonald as foreiEn representatives. On
16 November 2010, the DVI liquidation of Chesterfield was recognised by the High Court in
England under [he CBIR as a foreign main proceeding, with Mr Akers and Mr McDonald as
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foreign representatives. Mr AI<ers anA Mr McDonald, in their ca paci[ies as joint liquidators
of Chesterfield and Partridge, are referred to as the'7oint Liquidators" in [his Consolidated
~a rticulars of Claim.

C.

The Defendants/ Respondents

8.

At all ma[e~ial times until 9 October 2008, Hreidar Mar Sigurdsson ("Mr Sigurdsson"~,[he
First ~eFendant and [he First Respondent, was the Chief Lxecutive OfFicer of the former
Icelandic bank Kaupthing Bank hf. The Claimants / Joint Liquidators believe that Mr
Sigurdsson distributed his time evenly between London and Reykjavik. Kaupthing Oank hf
has since changed its name to I<aupthing hf("Kaupthin~°)

9.

At all material times until 9 October 2008, Sig~vtlur Einarsson ("Mr Einarsson"~, the Second
Defendant and the Second Respondent, was the Executive Chairman of the Roard of
KaupthinP.• The Claimants / Joln[ Liquidators believe Ihnt Mr F.inarsson was based in
London.

10.

Jaeger Investors Corp ("laegor"J, the Third Defendant, is a company incorporated in the
BVI. At all material times it was the sole director oF, respectively, Chesterfield and PartriAge.
Jaeger acted through its sole Director, a company incorporated In the Seychelles called
Allan Corporation ("Allan"). The sole director of Allan was, at all material times, Mr Karim
van den Ende ("Mr van den Ende"~. The Claimants antl the Joint Liquidators presently
believe that Mrvan den Ende was a properly authorised agent of Allan and had actual and /
or ostensible authority to ar.T in Alian's name in relation m its business as a company
director of Jaeger, and therefore to act in relation to the business of, respectively,
Chesterfield and Partridge

11.

Deutsche Bank AG ("Deutsche'), the f-ourth Defendant and the Fourth Respondent is, and
was at all material times, z su6s[antial investment dank incorporated In Germany with
opera Nons worldwide and various international branches, ~nduding a branch in London.
Deutsche's LonOon branch is a[ Winchester Mouse, 1 Great Winchester Scree[, London,
EC2N 2DB. Frmti 1 December 2001 to 31 March 2013, Deutsche was permitted ro carry out
financial servi[es in the Unitetl Kingdom pursuant to an EEA passport and was rc~ula[ed in
the Uni[etl Kingdom by the Plnancial Sc~vices Authority under registered number ]50018.
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12,

At all material times:
12.1. Venkatesh Vishw~nalhan ("Mr Vishwanathan"~, the Third Respondent, was a
Managing Director and m-head of [he European Financial Institutions Group a[
Deu[sche's London branch;
122. Shaheen Yusuf ("Ms Vusul") was s Managing Director in the European Financial
Institu Cions Group at Deutsche's London branch;

123. lan Olsson ("Mr Olsson"~ was Head of Nordic Corporate Finance, Credit SVurturing
at Deutsche;

12.n. Zia Huque ("Mr Huque") was a Managing Director of Deutsche;
12,5. Ron tin ("Mr Lin") bV~S Head of Deutsche's Longevity Structuring Group, Credit
Slrur.[uring Departmenq
12.6. Sanjecv Dadlani ("Mr Dadlani"~ worked in Deu[sche's Credit Exotics and Correlation
Trading depar[menq

12,%. Miles Millard ("Mr Millard") was head of Debt Capital Markets, Europe.

13.

The indivlcluals listr.d in pa~ugraph 12 above were at all inatcrial limes based at ~eutsche'S
London branch, and were pmperly authorised employees and agents of Deutsche and had
ac[ua~ and / or ostensible authority to act in Deutsche's name and on Ueutsche's behalf in
relation [o the business conducted by Deutsche which included, but was not IimiteA lo, the
design, structuring and sale of financial products from Deutsche to Chesterfield and
Partridge. The Knowledge and intentions of the above persons at all material times are ro
Be imputed to Deutsche.

lA,

Where these Particulars of Claim refer [o any ac[ or omission by any representative of
Deutsche, including any individual listed in paragraph 12 above, [his should (unless
indicate) otherwise) 6e read as including an allegation that such was an ace or omission for
and on behalf of Deutsche.
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D.

Ocher Relevant parties

15.

Kaupthiny was, prior to its financial collapse, a substantial retail bank inmrpora[ed in
Iceland and headquartered in Reykjavik, Iceland. I[ was regulated by Fjzrmalaeftidi[id, the
Icelandic Pinanrial Supervision Authority([hc "FME").

1G.

in addlfion to Mr Sigurdsson, the ChieF @xecutive of Haupthing and Mr Einzrsson, [he
Executive Chairman of Kaupthing, this claim relates [n the conduct of the following
employees and/or officers of Kaup[hing:

16.1. Henrik GustaFsson ("Mr G~~stafsson"~, Mead of Mergers and Acquisitions;

16.2. 6udni Adalsteinsson ("Mr Adalsteinsson"~, Chief Treasurer,

163. Ei~ikur Magnus Jenson("Mrlensson"), Flead of Fundin5.

ll.

Kaupthing Bank Luxembourg SA ("Kaupthing Lux") was at all material times a company
iacorpora[ed in Luxembourg and a wholly~owned subsidiary of Kaupthing. Kaupthing Lux
provideU, inter alia, private banking and wealth management services.

18.

At ail material times:

18.1. Magnus Gudmundsson ("Mr Gudmundsson") was the Chief Executive OFFicer of
Kaupthing Lux;

182. Eggert Hilmarsson ("Mr Hilmarsson") was the Head of Legal at Kaup[hing Lux;

183. La ra Schweizer("Ms Schweiger') was a lawyer In the legal department of Kaupthing
LU%.

19.

Kaupthing Singer & friedlanJer Limited ("KSF") was a wholly-owned English incorporated
subsidiary of I(aupthing, carrying out business as a commercial lender and deposit taker.
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E.

Overview

20.

These proceedings relate to the purchase by Chesterfield anU Partridge of certain credit
tlerivative financial products, called credit linked notes and credit default swaps, from
Deutsche, which were linked to the cretli[ worthiness of Kaup[hing and which were also
funded by Kaup[hinQ.

21.

These products were uwsual, highly risky and cost Chesterfield antl Partnd~e around €500
million. Within weeks of their purchase, the products sold by Deutsche were worthless and
Chesterfield and Partridge had lost all of the monry that they had invested and were left
solely with debts to I(aupthing.

22.

As is explained in further detail below, these transactions were engineered by Mr
Sigurdsson and Mr Einarsson of Kaupthing, and Mr Vishwanathan of Deutsche (and thereby
Deutsche), [a influence improperly the pereeptian of I(aupthing's creditworthiness in the
market and the price at whirh Raupthing could raise funding in the international debt
markets.

F.

Structure and Mechanics of Credit Default Swaps and Credit Linked Notes

General Features of Credit Default Swaps and Credit Unked Notes

23.

A credit defaWt swap ("CDS") is a contact between two parties, known as a protection
biryer and a protection seller, The protection buyer makesfixed periodic payments to the
protection seller The protection seder collects [he fixed periodic payments made by the
protection buyer, in exchange for promising to indertinify the protection buyer in [he even[
that a specified security or class of securities issued by a specified entity (known as the
"Reference Entity') suffers a credit event (such as a default). The fixed periodic payments
represent the price of credip .Iso known as the CDS spread, of the Reference Entity for a
given term. The WS spread is normally measured in basis points, which are one hundredths
of a perrent, per annum. The economic effect of n CDS is that the protection seller
effectively sells credit protection to the buyer in return for [he CUS spread.

24.

Far a Reference En[iry, the CDS spread reflects [he additional cost, known as the credit
spread. above the market interest rate (e.g. LI90R) that the Reference Entity incurs in
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6orrowin~ funds From the marke{, Thus, all things being equal, a Reference Entity with a
lower credit spread will have a lower cast of funds than a Reference Entity with a higher
credit spread. A Reference Entity's credit spmad is likely to vary depending on thr length of
[he IenUing period. The credit spread for a longer lending period will generally be higher
than the credit spread for a shorter lending period. The credit spread for a Reference Entity
for diSerent IenJing periods can be represented in v graphical (orm by preparing a line
graph plotting the lending period on the x axis and the credit spread in basis points on the y
axis. This line graph is called Che a'edit curve oY [he Reference Entity. For any given
Reference Entity, all things being equal, iF there is an improvement in the market
perception of its creditworthiness, its credit curve would move downwards has the
anticipated credit spread /cos[ of raising Funds Felq, Conversely a detcriorotion in the
market perception of its creditworthiness would result in its credit curve moving upwards.

25.

A credit Ilnked note ("CLN") is a credit derivative instrument. A CLN is usually designed,
structured antl organised by an arranging bank, and then Issued by a corporato issuer to ~
noteholder, who is [he investor. A CW has some similarities with a bond in that the
investor Uurchases the note on issue at face value and receives interest payments (called
coupons) over the life of the note and [hen receives the return of his principal on maturity
of the note. However, unlike an ordinary bond, the performance of a credit linketl note is
contingent on the uedltwor[hines5 of an underlying reference asset ~"Underlying AsseY').
Slnce a CW is a bespoke financial product, rather than a generic one, [here are many
possibititles when It tomes to Choosing the Underlying Asset. The Underlying Asset could
be, inter alia a Reference Entity (like ~n a CDS), or specified debt obligations (bonds) of a
Reference Entity, or a baslret of debt obligations of different reference entities,

26.

Under the note, the investor receives an enhanced coupon because the performance of the
note is linked to the creditworthiness of the Underlying Asset. Convermly, and depending
on [he predse terms of the CLN, on the occurrence of a credit event in relation to the
Undertying Asset, the investor will suffer some form of penalty. This penalty may be a
reduction in the coupon or the principal payable under the CIN, or i[ mny simply resNt in
the automatic termination of the CLN with little or no funds being returned to the investor.
Like a WS, the CLN has the effect of transferring credit exposure to the Underlying Flsset
from the issuer to the investor, such that the issuer is in a similar position to a CDS buyer
and the investor is in a similar position to a CDS seller. the issirer can hedge is exposure
under the CLN by selling CDS.
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SoecFc Featums of the Credit Linked Notes sold in this case

27.

In this case, Deutsche so1J CWs[o both Chesterfield and Partridge, and acted as both the
arranging bank and the issuer. The Underlying Asset for the CWs sold was Kaupthing Aeb[.
This meant that in purchasing the CWs,Chesterfield and PartriJge were taking a be[ on [he
creditworthiness of Kaup[hing, in return for an enhanced coupon on their CLNs.

2R.

In economic terms, ChesCerfield and Partridge could have arhicved the same exposure by
selling, as protectimi sellers, CbS referenced to I(aupthin~,.

29.

The CLNs sold by Deutsche to Chesterfield and Partridge were also leveraged. This mc.mt
that [he noteholder took a greater exposure to the Underlying Asset than the notional
value of the note. 1'he resWt was that the no[eholder enjoyed a higher return thin that
available under an enuivalen[ unleveraged CLN but coWd suffer greater losses In the event
that Kaupthin~s creditworthiness deteriorated. In [he event of a de[eriora tlon in
Kaupthing's aedi[worchiness, the ClN had an embedded margin requirement which
required the payment of additional funJs (called "Additional Amounts" under the
terminology used in [fie CWs). In such circumstances, the investor was obliged to
cantri6ute Additional Amounts, oilen at very short notice, in order to prevent the CLN from
terminating which could have resulted in the loss of the entire sum invested. ihis was an
unusual feature of a CW,and was introduced at the Instigation of Deutsche.

30.

A further feature of the transactions in this case is the mechanism by which they were sold
by Deutsche to Chesterfield and Partridge. I[ appears that Deutsche required a short period
to set up each of[he CWs. In the circumstances, each CLN was sold to each of ChesterfielU
and Partridge by way of a swap transaction. Under the swap transaction, ChesterfielA and
Partridge paid the purchase price to Deutsche on execution of the swap, and in return
Deutsche was obliged to deliver an amount of CWs up [o a specified amount at a specified
date, around three weeks later. This gave Deutsche a window to hedge its exposure under
the CW by selling Kaupthing referenced CDS. I[ appears to have been envisaged by the
parties that the coupon on [he CLN would be set according to the levels achieved by
Deutsche on the CDS hedges, albeit that the swap dommen[ation did no[ record this, The
swap dorumentation did record that In the event thn[ the amount issued was less than the
specified amount, Deutsche was obliged to provide a partlal refund of[he purchase price to
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reflect [hc part which was not issued. This appears m be have been inserted to cover the
possibility [hat Deutsche may not be able to hetlge the entirety of the CLN, and in such
circumstances to provide Drutsche with the option of issuing a smaller quantity of CLNs.
Notably the swap agreement provided no par[irulars of the CLNs m be provided so neither
Chesterfteltl nor t'artridgc knew the coupon that they would be receiving on their CINs,
This was a further unusual feature of the transactions between Chesterfield and Partridge,
and Deutsche.

G.

The CLNs and CDS sold by Deutsche to Chesce~eld and Partridge

31.

As is explained in further detail below, in the period between August 2008 and October
2008, Chesterfield and Partridge p~vchased CWs from Deutsche, and in addition Partridge
entemd a CDS transaction with Deutsche. These transactions are particularised in further
detail in the following paragraphs.

32.

The Chesterfield transactions are summarised as follows:

32.1.

On 7 August 2008, Chesterfield entered into a swap transaction with Deutsche (tihe
"Chesterfield Swap") which was confirmed by a swap confirmation issued on the
same day. The material terms were zs follows:

32.1.1.

the trade date was 7 August 2008;

32.1.2.

the effective date was H August 2008;

321.3. the termination date wa526 August 2008;

32.1.4.

under the swap, ChesterFeld agreed to pay to Deutsche €130 million up
front, antl on the termination date, Deutsche was to deliver an amount of
reference notes with an issue value equal to [he amount paid (or in the event
that the issue value of the entirety of the reference notes was less than the
amount paid, those notes plus a balancing payment);

32.1.5.

reference notes were defined as referring to two-times leveraged CWs,
issued by Deutsche at an issue price of 104%, with Ka~pthing as the
reference en[iCy and a maturity date of 20 September 2013, No[abiy, aside
10-noo5els-+

from the above information, [he swap confirmation gave rm details of the
CW to be issued and, in particular, saitl nothing about [he coupon payable on
the CLN. As a result, Chesterfield did not Know, in entering Che swap, what
coupon it would receive on its CLN.

322.

On or around 26 August 7.00ES, a credit linketl note (the "Chesterfield cLN") was
issued by Deutsche, and delivered to Chesterfield in accordance with the Ches[erFleld
Swap. The terms of the Chesterfield CLN are se[ out in Final Terms and Conditions
dated 26 Flugust 2008.7he material terms were as follows:

32.2.1.

The notional amount was €125 million;

32.22.

The scheduled maturity date was 20 September 2013;

32.2.3.

The issue pNce was 104%;

32.2n,

Coupon Amounts would be payable quarterly, at EURI60R plus 11.224% per
annum, albeit that the coupons For the Figs[ two years were deferred and
only became payable on 20 September 2010.

33.

The Chesterfield Swap and the Chesterfield CLN are referred to collectively below as the
"Chesterfield Transactions".

34,

The Partridge transactions are summarised as follows:

3~.1.

On 12 September 2008, Partridge entered into a swap transaction with Deutsche ([he
"Pattridge Swap"~. This swap transaction was confirmed by a swap confirmation
dated 15 September 2006. The material terms were as follows:

34.1.1.

the tratle date was 125eptember 2008;

34.1.2.

the effective date was 17 September 2008;

3A.1.3.

the termination date was 2 October 200II;

3h.1.4.

under the swap, Partnd~e agreed to pay to Deutsche €128.625 mAlion up
front, and on the termination date Deutsche was to provide an amount of
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reFemnce notes with an issue value equal fo the amount paiA (or in the event
that [he issue value of the entirety of the reference notes was less than the
amount paid, those notes plus a balancing payment);

34.1.5.

reference notes were defined as refen~ing to two-times leveraged CWy
issued by Deutsche at an issue price of 102.90%, with Kaupthing as the.
reference entity and a maturity date of 20 September 2013. As with the
Chesterfield swap confirmation, aside from the above information, [he
Partridge swap confirmation gave no details of the CW fo be issued and, in
particular, sail nothing about [he coupon payable on the CW- As a res~dt,
Partridge did not know, in entering [he swap, what coupon it would receive
on its CW

342.

On or around 2 October 2008, a Credit Linked No[e (the "Partridge CLN") was issued
by Deutsche to Partridge. The teens of the Partridge CLN are set out in Final Terms
and Conditions tla[etl 2 October 200II. The material teens were as follows.

3h,2.1.

the notional amount was €125 million;

34.22. the scheduled maturity date was 205ep[ember 2013;

34.2.3.

the issue price was 102.90%;

34.2.4.

as with [he Chesterfield CLN, Coupon Amounts would be payable quarterly,
albeit that the first coupon was deferred and only became payable on 20
September 2010. The coupon rate was EURIOOR pWs 13.02%per annum.

34.3.

In addition Co the above transactions, on or around 23 Septem her 2008, Deutsche
sold Partridge a CDS, referenced to Kaupthing, in the amount of €50 million (the
"Partridge CDS"). The COS was fully funded which meant that Partridge had to pay
the €50 million up front. The CDS contained an optional early tenninacion provision
which allowed the €50 million to he converted into an Additional Amount under the
Partridge CLN. This made [he Partridge COS a particularly unusual transaction. The
Partridge CDS was documented in a confhmation dated 24 September 2008. The
traJe date and the effective date were 23 September 2006, and the termination date
was 20 September 2013.
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35.

The Partridge Swap, the Partridge CLN and the Partridge CDS are referred [o collectively
below as [he "Partridge Transactions".

36.

The Chesterfield 1"ransac[ions and the Partritlge Transactions are referred to collecfively
below as fhe "Transactions".

H.

f-untling of[he CLNs and CDS Ny Kaupthing

37.

All of the funding for the purchase of the Chesterfield CLN, [he Partridge CLN and the
Partridge CDS came idtimately from Kaupthing.

3II.

In respect of the Chesterfield CLN, on or around J August 200A, Kaupthing provided a
money market loan in the sum of €130 million [o Naupthing Lux. On the same date,
I<aupthing Lux advanced sums ro[ailing €130 million (ihe "Initial Chesterfield Funds") to the
shareholders in Chesterfield, as Follows

39.

3II1.

€A1.6 million to Charbon;

381.

€46.8 million to Holly beach;

389.

€41.6 million to Trenvis.

Each of Char6on, doily Beach and Trenvis then forwarded those amounts to Chesterfield.
On 29 August 2008, as a resW[ of a net off between Kaupthing and Kaupthing Lux,
Kaupthing became the direct lender of the Initial Chesterfield Funds.

40.

In respect of [he Partridge CLN, the FunQing also came from Kaupthing. On 11 September
20D8, Kaupthing lent 0130 million, as a short term money market loan, to Harlow, anA
Harlow provided ¢128.625 m111ion to Parcridge. on 12 September 2008, Partridge entered
into the Partridge Swap, and transferred €128.625 million to Deutsche.

I.

The Pertormance of the ChasteHield CLN, the Partridge CLN and the Partddee CDS sold by
Deutsche
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R7.

WiChin weeks of the purchase of the Ches[c~field Swap in Augus[ 20 8 and the Partridge
Swap in September 2008, there was a Ueteriorotion in the credifworthicess of Kaupthing
such [hat further Additional Amounts became payable unAer the CI.Ns to prevent [hem
from terminating.

h2.

Chesterfield paid Additional Amounts [o Deutsche in the following amounts and on the
following dates. These sums were also funded by Kaupthing:

43.

42.1.

€50 million on or about 22 September 2008;

422.

€SO million on or about 295eptembar 2008;

42.3.

€25 million on or about/ Ocro6er 2008.

Vartridge paid further ~dditional~mounts to Deutsche in the following amounts and on the
following dates. These sums were also funded by Kaupthing:

43.1.

€50 million on or shout 2 October 2008;

432.

€25 million on or about 3 October 200R;

43.3,

on 2 October 2008, Deutsche served a notice of early termination in respect of the
Partridge CDS, so that thie sum of €50 million paid under the Partridge CDS could be
treated as an Additional Amount.

44.

In [he event, Kaupthin6s financial position deredorated further. On 8 October 2008,
administrators were appointed In respect of KSF (Kaupthing's UK arin).

A5.

On 9 Ocrober 2008:

45.1.

pursuant to ils statutgry authority, thr fME dismissed Kaupthinys directors and
appointed a ResoluCion Committee In respect of Kaupthing;

45.2.

a credit event was declared in respect of the Chesterfield CLN;

453.

a credit event was declared in respect of the Partridge CW;
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Deutsche purported to revoke the early termination notice served on Partridge on 2

45.n.

OUuber 7008 with regard ro the Partridge CDS. Latr.r that day a Credit Event Nolice
was served on Vartridge with re¢ard ro the Partridge CDS; the effect, according [o
Deutsche, was that Partridge lost all of[he Funds invested under the Partridge CDS.

46.

The Partridge CLN was redeemed on 27 October 2008 far a Redemption Amount of €0.

h7.

The Chesterfield CLN was redeemed on 27 October 200II for ~ Redemption Amount of €0.

ft8.

In or around May 2009, Ka i~pthing sent notices of defaWt
to Chesterfield and the Chesterfield Shareholders, demanding immediate repayment

48.1.

of a principal amount of f255 million; and

48.2.

to Partridge and the Partridge Shareholder, demanding immediate repayment of a
principal amount of €253.625 million.

0.9.

Neither Chesterfield nor Partridge had any assets with which to satisfy the demands made
against them, and these Demands went unpaid. On 11 Marth 2010, Kaupthing presented
winding-up pe[it~ons before the Supreme Court of [he Eastern Caribbean for the windin~up of Chesterfield and Partridge.

J.

The Attempt to Move Kaupthing's CD55preads

50.

The Chesterfield CLN, [he Partridge CLN and the Partridge CUS formed part of a scheme
devised by Mr Vishwanathan of Deutsche, Mr Einarsson and Mr Sigurdsson [o Influence
Kaupfhing's credit spreads. Under that scheme, Mr Einarsson and Mr Sigurdsson wished to
influence Kaup[hln~s credit spreads in order to improve Kaapthing's perception in the
market and to improve its cost of funding. The development of that scheme is
particularised helow. The Claimants /Joint Liquidators reserve the right to provide further
particulars, or Co ~deniify additional conspirators, on disclosure.

51.

Historically, Deutsche acted as adviser ro Kaupthing In respect of Kaupthing'S efforts to
rarse funds in the intemacional capital markets.
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52.

in early February 2008, Mr ¢inarsson of KauFl~hing me[ Mr Vishwanathan, Mr Millard and
Marius Bengtson ("Mr Dengtson") of Deutsche (the "February 200fl MeetinG~L Mr Millard
was head of Debt Capital Markets, Europe. Mr Vishwanalhan was a Managing Director and
co-head of the Financial Institutions Group, Deb[ Capi[al Markets, and Mr oeng[son was a
Director in the Fixed income Group. The meeting was also attended by Ingemar Sjogren
("Mr Sjogren") of KSF. The Claimants and Join[ Liqu~dato~s presently believe that the
meeting cook place in London, Whilst Mr Sigurdsson did no[ attend the meeting, it is
inferred that at all material times, Mr F.inarsson and Mr Siyurdsson were in frequent
communication and that each kept the other appraised of all material developments with
Deutsche in relation to the proposed transactions.

53.

A memorandum, prepared by Mr Sjogren, recorded the discussions (Che ° Pe6ruary 2008
Memo").

Sh.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss Kaupthiny's CDS spread curve and what could be
done Co move [hc curve downwards; in effect what could be done m lower [he rust of
Kaup[hing'raising funds in the market. The aim, it was said at the meeting, was to take the
CAS spread curve back to "normal levels".

55.

Following the discussion, Deutsche proposed a short term action plan which involved, in
essence, a bond biiy-back programme by Kaup[hing of its short term de4C The anticipated
programme was very substantial in lbat rt was expected to involve two fo three rounds of
purchases with a value of £500 million to El billion. The action plan was recorded in the
February 208 Memo as follows:

55.1.1.

"If cash comes in, Guy back short term debt and 'disinvert'/ moke normal' the CUS
C4(VP~~

55.1.2. "£500-f1,000m would Jldt[en fhe curve and it woulA likely be enough to also bring
down the CDS curve";

55.1,3. "Once you hove done this, da it ngain; 2_3, rounds of this. the CDS curve should
hopefully be down to normal levels dgdin"(emphasis in the original);

552.

"KauptAing is well-positioned to poy(Deutsche/for helping us with this situation";
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55.3.

Deutsche woWd "hove come fo o candusion about which solution ro pursue" by the
end of the following week;

55.4.

Deutsche had"monageinent buy-in(o~the initiative";

55.5.

the next step was to "decide which bond should be repwchosnd (mnximising [he
effeU on [he CDSJ"; and

55.6.

i[ was "important that (KoupthingJ senior mono9ement is nvpilnble for any
conference calls and meetings in the nearfuture".

56.

It Is clearfrom the February 2008 Memo:
56.1,

that KaUpthing wished to bring down its CDS spreads;

56.2.

that Kaupthing was willing and ahle to pay for assistance in achieving this aim;

56.3,

that Deutschie agreed (with authority From Dcutsche's management) to assist
Kaup[hing with deciding how Vest to bring down Kaupthing's CDS spreads, and with
putting surh steps in place; and

5G.4.
57.

[hat senior individuals in boPh Deutsche and Kaupthing were involved,

Following [he February 7.008 Meeting, Deutsche se[ out about taking steps to Implement
the short term action pia n that had Veen put together at that meeting.

58.

On 26 February 200II, Mr Vishwanathan sent ~n email to MrJeosson relating to a proposal
for Kaup[hing to raise further funds in[he market. In this email, Mr Vishwana[han:
58.1.

referred to Kaupthing being a key relationship: "(f]or ~~eutschej, Kaupthin9 is a key
relationship — that is precisely why we are willing [o commit capitol on on unsecw~ed
basis in what is an extremely choppy, highly uncertain market envirnnmenP';

581.

noted [hat Kaupthing had a very strong commercial incentive for the marRet
perception of its cmditworthiness to Improve; "we are betting on a massive
improvement in your credit perception in thr, market for the monetisation (of the
vnl~~e of a proposedfund rnisin9 deal)to be possible";
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583.

recognised [ha[ Kaupthing was wider significant pressure, by saying that Deutsche's
"oim is ro work ro9erfler with Kaupthing in whet is likely co be [he most diallengin9
year inliving memor7/'.

59.

On 12 June 200A, Mr Vishwanathan emailed Mr Einarsson scekin~ to se[ up a meeting on
13 dune io0s fora "st~nte9ic, but informal cbaP',

60.

On 13 June 2008, a meeting took place between Kaupthiny and Deutsche The attendees
included Mr Einarsson, Mr Gusta Fsson of Kaupthing, and Mr Vishwana[han. I[ appears, From
an email sent subsequently on 18 Junc 2008 par[IcWarised in paragraph 62 below, that at
the meeting Mr Vishwanathan put forward v proposal that Kaupthing fund [he purchase of
a CLN referenced to itself, rather than a bond buyback programme.

61.

In the circumstances, it appears that by June 2008, the short term action plan had evolved,
and Deutsche had come up with an idea of entering a CLN as an alternative to a bond
buyback by Kaupthing. Deutsche would then use funds paid under [he pfoposed CW to Sell
CDS on Kaup[hing which would reduce Kaupthing's credit spreads. This was a dishonest
stre[egy because, absent a disclosure to the market that Kaupthing was the ultimate(under
of the transaction, it would appear to the market that there were genuine sellers of
Kaup[hing CDS In the market (i.e. that [here were independent counterparties who took a
positive view of Kaupthin~s future creditworthiness) when in fact the truth was that the
counterparty ultimately behind the transaction was Kaupthing itself.

62.

On 18lune 2008, Mr Vishwanatban sent an email to Mr GUsta fsson of Kaupthing, copied to
Mr Elnarsson and Mr Fldals[cinsson of Kaup[hing and Mr Olsson of Deutsche. The email was
entltled "Koupfi~ing Credit Linked NOCe iAea" and set out Mr Vishwanathan's proposal that,
rather than conduct a bond buyback as suggested at the February 2008 Meeting Kaupthins
should fund the purchase of a CLN referenced [o itself. Deutsche, as the vendor of the CLN,
would then hedge its exposure under the CI.N, by selling Kaupthing W5 in the market, and
this would have the desired effect of lowering Kaupthinps CDS spreaA. The email:

62.7.

was expressed to be further to [he meeting on 13 June 2008;

62.2.

attached a document "explaining how o potential Credit Linked Nofe investment
blinked to Koupthing CDS) would wo~K'. The attachment was en[i[IeA "Trade
Summary'and set out the smnmary terms fora €100m CW referenced to 1(aupthing;
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629.

recommended a maturity of five years "ns thnf is the, best pmt of die CDS curve to
oim Jar';

62.4.

explained that [he "UJunAed oinount can be anything from 25m-SOOm depenAing on
market conditions and nbility of[he morket ro absor0 liquidity of thot point in time";

62.5.

stated that "(1/mpoct on the CDS market will be direct, unlikr. v cosh bond buybacll';

G2,6.

noted that the counterparty could be any investment institution; and

62.7.

explained that "(tJhe bes! woy to proceed would be to identify n coun[erporty, set up
the documentation and then hit the right moment in the market to get tfie most
"bang for [he buck"'.

63.

Mr Adalsteinsson responded on the same day saying: "Thank you Venky, This sound
interesting jsicJ. 1 giress tNe tricky past !s to find the right cpunterporty, I'm happy to
discuss".

54.

Thereafter, inter alia, Mr Vishwanathan and Mr Einarsson set about identifying a
coun[erparty for [he proposed CW trade. Mr Einarsson continued to keep Mr Sigurtlsson
infgrmed of any developments and Mr Sigivdsson was involved in the search for a
counterpany.

65.

On 19 June 2008:

65.1.

Mr Einarsson forwarded Mr Vishwanathan's email, referred to at paragraph 62
above, [o Mr Slgurdsson saying in Ice~andiC "what I mentioned on the telephone
earlie!'.

651,

there was [hen the following email exchange hetween Mr Sigurdsson and Mr
Einarsson. rYiis exchange took place In Icelandic but the gist of the emails is set out.n
Enslish below:

Slgurdsson to Einarsson

"We do not need pension Junds !n this, but great i/
fDeufsche orej prepared to do iG We should do this, not a
quastlan".

Einnarsson to Sigurdsson

"We cannot do this ourselves there has to be other
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Sigurdsson t~ Einarssan

66.

coun[erpnrties Von'[ there"
_-"Sure, we need to get n diem in on this"

On 23 June 2008, Mr Fldalsteinsson of Kaupthing sent an email [o Mr Vishwanathan of
Ueu[sche m say that they "should spenk o9ain about the cds(sic]iAea" 25 Kaupthing "ml9ht
hove cuupin of buyers.." ~sic~.

67.

On or around 24 June 2000, Mr Adalstein5son, acting on the instructions of Mr Sigurdsson,
askeA Mr Vishwanathan whether Kaupthing Lux, acting on behalf of clients, could be
Deutsche's counterparty for the proposed trade. Mr Vishwanathan said that Deutsche
would prefer i[ if the investor transacted dirertly with them but he a~+reed to take the
matter up with Deutsche's rompliance department.

68.

On 25 June 2008, Mr Vishwdnathan emailed Mr Adals[einsson oP KaUpthing saying that:

68.1.

he had received a green signal from "Legal" to "Jace you for a CLN trade in your
capacity as underwriter/distdburor';

682.

he was still awaiting a decision from "Compliance";

68.3.

the consent from Deutsche's legal department w.s subject to three conditions:

68.3.1.

a letter from Kaupthing confirming that the trade was not for KaupChing's
balance sheet buc for Kaup[hing's end clients;

6832. details of end client names; and

68.J3. a favourable Icelandic legal opinion confirming that there was no violation of
accounting or regulatory norms.

69.

It is to be i~ferrrd from the requirements at paragraphs 683.1 and 68.3.3 above [ha[ Mr
Vishwanathan (and [hereby Deutsche) knew [hat Kaupthing was to be behind the
transaction and was sensitive to Iha[ fact. To the best of the Qaimants and the Joint
Liquidators' knowledge, neither condition was ever satisfied.
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70.

Mr Adalsteinsson forwarded Mr Vishwanathan's email referred to at pa+agraph 68 above,
ro Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Gutlmundsson and others a[ Kaupthing with an accompanying
comment in Icelandic, the gist of which was "1 rontinue fo follow up on this".

71.

On 25 June 2008, Mr Gudmundsson emailed Mr Sigmdsson asking whether he was
interested in a particular Aeal. Mr Sigurdsson responded in kelandic. The gist of Mr
Sigurdssods response was that he was not interested "if Deutsche is going [o write us
immediate CD.S ~~ 110d'.

72.

On 26 June 2008, Mr Vishwanathan reported back to Mr Ada lsteinsson sayinE that the
'feedback from Complionce wus not what I was hoping fob'. He said that whilst "Chey have
not spitl no" they had said [hat "it will need to be referred Ev the Bank's Global Repufotionof
Risk Committee". Mr Vishwanathan Bald that Ihu woWd "add u !o[ of ~~me` and the
outcome was "unrertain".

73.

It must have heen dear to Mr Vishwanathan, given that he had heen told by Deutsche's
compliance department [hat they wanted to refer the master fo Deutsche's Global
Reputational Risk Committee, that there was a serious concern about the proposed
transactions and in particular Kaupthing's involvement. Mr Vishwanathan said that the
outcome was uncertain because he must have been aware that the fact that Kaupthing was
behind the transactions meant that Ueu[sche's Global Reputational Risk Committee might
reject the p~oposeA deal. Mr Vishwana[han therefore concluded his email 6y asking
whether there was "any chance (Deutsche mulA/ just direcNy fpce (Koupthing'sJ endinvestors in artier to get the trade done",

74.

On the same day, Mr Adalsreinsson forwarded this email ro others at Kaupthing including
Mr Sigurdssnn and Mr Gudrnundsson, Mr Adalsteinsson's email was in Icelandic. The gist of
that email was Chat Mr Adalsteinsson unders(ood the conclusion was that Kaupthing could
not be an intermediary and that Deutsche was a "bit stressed nbout [hisfrom o 9epufofion'
point of view", and asked whether it could be arranged so chat Deutsche woWd conclude
¢he CLN "directly with [hose parties we can find".

7,.

Between 9 and 11 July 2008, Mr Sigurdsson of Kaupthing attended Deutrche.'s Global
Markets Conference in Barcelona. Deutsche paid for Mr Sigurdsson and his family [n travel
nd stay in Barcelona. A[ the conference, Mr Sigurdsson met with Mr Vishwanathan and
Michele Faissola ("Mr Faissola`) of Deutsche to discuss the proposed GW transaction, The
discussion fo~UsseA around the possibility of some of Kaupthing's high net worth clients
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investing to Kaup[hing CDS. Mr Paissola suggested that the investment vehicle could 6e an
exchange traded fund. As the Claimants presently understand the position, [he possibility
of investing through a Luxembourg open-ended collective investment scheme called a
"StCAV' was also discussed.

76,

On 9 July 200II, Mr Visiiwana[han sent an internal email to Ms Shaheen Yusuf of Deutsche,
following Mr Vishwanathan's discussion with Mr Sigurdsson, in which he said: "7here's o
Lux SICAV that wants to Ao o CDS on Knupthing_ Sy 250m size - 50 percent crash mlla[erul le!'s discuss". In fact, Mr Vishwanathan's email incorrectly described the position as Chere
was no SICAV which wished to trade in KaUpthing's CDS. This was simply another
manifestation of Mr Vishwanalhan's CLN idea which had been articulated on 18 June 2008
anA they had been discussed with Mr Sigurdsson at the meeting earlier that day.

77,

From this point onwards, Ms Yusuf was involved on a day to day basis in the discussions
with Mr Gudmundsson and Mr Hilmarsson about the proposed CWs. It is inferred that Mr
Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf were also in frequent contact with each other about the
proposed transactions such that Mr Vishwanathan was aware of Ms YusuYs discussions and
communications with those at Kaupthing and Kaup[hing LuH, and Ms Yusuf was aware of
Mr Vishwanathans discussions and communications with [hose at Kaupthing and
Kaupthing Lux.

7S.

On 10 July 2008, Mr Hilmarsson emailed Mr Gudmundsson of Kaupthing LLix ro se[ out his
understanding of the tnn,action. Ple noted that the transaction would be funded by a loan
from Kaup[hin~,.

79.

On the same day, Mr 5igurdsson sent an email to Mr Vishwana[han, copied ro Mr
Flilmarsson, which introduced Mr Hilmarsson as "our" lawyer in Luxembourg who would be
responsible for "srt[ing up the lux camp~ny for our trade' [sick. Mr Sigurdsson explained
that Mr Hilmarsson would like [o discuss with someone from Deutsche bur potential trade
and what woWd be the ri9h[ structure thot you (i.e. Deutsche] would be comfortnble with'.

80.

Also on lO July 2008, Mr Vishwanathan sent an email to Bhupinder Singh, of Deutsdie, to
say he was looking at "putting together p bespoke f7!- foi same of(Koupfhing'sf close hiyh
net worth clients tv mke a view on (Koup[hin9J CDS.....".
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ffi.

On 14 July 2008, Mr Vishwanathan emailed Ms YusuF of fJeutsche su~gesfing that she
contact Mr Hilmarsson to discuss [he exchange traded fund idea with him and also to get
informatlan about the proposed SICAV.

82.

On 15 Jury 2008, Ms Yusuf sent an email to Mr Hilmarsson (copied to inter alios Mr
Vishwanathan). The email explained that your "investors" could sell Kaupthing CDS via
either a debt or an equity investment. Given the re(erenre to "investors`, it must have been
clear to Ms VusuF by this point that the transaction was not being driven 6y a SICAV. Ms
Yusuf said it was Deutsrhe's unders[anding that KaupChing's loves ors would like to sell
€J.50 million of Kaupthing CDS witli an initial investment amount of €12S million. Ms Yusuf
put forward two alternative sttut[ums: a note paying "EUR190R +spread based on the cds
(sic] level", or shares .n a Deutsche fund with performance IiNced Co a leveraged Kaupthing
C65 position. She explained that the Fund would take approximately Four weeks to set up,
whereas the note was "quickest in terms of execution and would take only n dny ro se[ up",
although "tUhe COS hedge for [his size would fake longer to execute and would be done on
on order bnsis'. Ms Yusuf concluded the email by saying "onre you Aecide which route is
preferable, you would also need to determine what vehirlefrom your side will Ge purchasing
the note%quity'.

S3.

Mr Hilmarsson replied on 15 July 200it [o say that [he Investors would "op[for the Ae6t
solution, ns it is more time efflden[ pndstrnightforward".

84.

On 17 July 2008, Ms Vusuf emailed Mr O'leary to ask whether he had thought about certain
terms [o be offered to Deuteche's 'Ycelondic investors". Deutsche still did not know the
Identity of the investors at this stage but i[ is to 6e Inferred Ms Yusuf believed [hat they
were associated with Iceland.

85.

On 22 July 2008, Ms Yusuf sent a summary of the proposed structure to Mr Hilmarsson. In
her email, Ms YusuF asked for "details of ffie SPV buying the note including its beneficiaries
so we can sfrn[ fhe client adoption pr'ocesi'. This summary was replaced with an updated
version in an email sent later that morning by Mr Lin.

86.

6y this stage, Deutsrhe was already heavily exposed to Kaupthing's possible defaWl and
was, for its own account, looking [o reduce its exposure to Kaupthing by purchasing CDS
referenced to Keupthing. On 22 July 7.008, Mr Huque nF Deutsche sent an email to Priscilla
Macpherson, a Vice Pre5ldent and Senior Credl[ Officer a[ Oeutrche, saying that he was
long Kaup[hing exposure in the amount of approximately €20o million. He explaineU that
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the "market has no liquidity in cds (sic/ and hps no[ since (...) about 3 weeks ago", bu[ he
said "we are working oggrea'sively Co gc t n cln (sicJ done on (KoupfhinyJ wldch will nlluw me
Co source dnolher(€75 million/ cds lsicJ in next 2 weeks.(Wlill keep working on iG.. [rust me,
ills something we put all our n[tention into doily'.

87.

In [he afternoon of 221u1y 2008, Mr Hilmarsson said (in an email to Mr Lin and Ms Yusuf,
which was copied Co Mr Vahwanathan and Mr Gudmundsson) that he had spoken to the
"stokeholders". It was apparent from the email that the "smkeholders' refen~ed to were not
the proposed owners oP the CINs. Mr Vishwanthan and Ms Yusuf must have appreciated
that this was a reference to Kaupthing. In the email Mr Hilmarsson said that the main
concern was that the trade was "not nnymore 2 times leverage", while at [he same time
Deutsrne would be taking a margin on the whole f250 mlllbn. He proposed certain
amendments ro the structure put Forward by Deutsche.

88.

On 24 July 2008, Ms Yusuf of Deutsche d~ased for "de[m15 of[he investor vehicle so we can
star[ our KYC and account se[ up procesi'.

69.

Mr Hilmarsson responded by email to Ms Yusuf nn the same day at 1228, copied to Mr
Gudmundsson. His email explained that attached to the email was "o summary of the
ownership structure of[he vehicle acquiring the note and bringing the cash collatemY' (the
"Original Presentation") and that "all the corporate document (sic] for the ncquirin9
compon7/' and "passport copies of the benef~cinries" would follow, It was rlear from the
Original Presentation:

89,1.

that the counterparry [o the transaction would be Chesterfield;

89.2.

that the Chesterfield Shareholders were three BVI companies Holly Deach, Charbon
and a third entity fiche name and holding company of which were to be confirmed),
which would be the investment vehicle for Kevin Stanford and Karen Millen and was
referred to as K.S. Co ("KS");

89.3.

that those three 6VI companies were owned by private individuals, namely Mr
Tborvaldsson, Mr Yerolemou, MrStanford and Ms Millen;

89.4.

that Chesterfield would receive funding of €125 million from Kaupthing; and
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895,

that the CLN was part of a wider scheme pursuant to which Deutsche was to offer for
sale CDS with a total nominal value of €250 million.

90.

Ms Yusuf replied to [his email shortly after it was sent al 12:34, saying "thanks". Since the
small contained information [hat Ms Yusuf had been chasing For, it is inferred that she read
the contents of the email and opened the attachments. Ms Yusuf therefore knew at the
latest a[ this stage that Kaupthing was to be funding the transactions. 1'he Original
presentation was the first ottasion on which Deutsghe had been informed about the
itlentiry of its coun[erparty and given information about the identity of the ultimate
beneficial owners of its counterparty.

91.

Later[hat Jaya[ 153R, Ms Yusuf emailed Mr Hilmarsson [o say "(c]ould you give me o quick
mil pis(sic](,J Had ofew points to dori(y with you about[fre invesror vehicle".

91.

Ms YuSuf confaz[ed either Mr Sigurdsson or Mr Gudmundsson by telephone and askeJ that
the email and OriEinal Presentation be withdrawn and replaced with a presentation which
did not make reference tq Kaupfhing as the fimder of the transaction. This was a dishonest
request by Deutsche, designed to avoid references in [he paperwork showing Naupthing as
the fonder of the transacfions.

93.

Following the above request, Mr Gudmundsson askeA Mr Flilmarsson to recall [he Original
Presentation and [o provide Deutsche with a version from which [he reference to funds
coming from Kaupthing was deleted. Mr Hilmarsson was working a[ home that day, so 17e
aslted a colleague to log onto his account and recall his email with the Original
Presentation.

9h.

Mr Hilmarsson [hen prepared an amended presentation (the "Amended Presentation"),
from which the reference to Kaupthing providing funds wus deleted, and replaced so [ha[ it
read "Chesterfield will Ge provided with cash of v total omoimt of CUR 125 mio (sicJ for the
subscriptlan of the note. Each Clme there will be margin mil on Chesterfield the company
will annnge Jor additionalfunding to service the mnre~in toll". Whilst this document did not
make express referents to the fact that Kaupthln[{ was the ultimate source of funds, ie was
dear from this document [hat Chesterfield did not have cash reserves frmn which it could
meet any margin calls and that "additional funding" would have to be arranged for any
further payments to be made. Deutsche did no[ raise a query about this, and it is inferred
that this ~s bemuse Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf were aware of the source of funds.
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95.

A[ around this time, Mr Hilmn~sson'S coll0ague, using Mr Hilmarsson's email account,
recalled Mr Hllmarsson's Original Email with the Original Presentation.

96.

At ~A623, Mr Hiimarsson sent the Amended Presentation [o Ms Yusuf attached to an email
that was substantially identical to the Original Email. It is to be inferred from [he lack of
explanation Iha[ Ms Yusuf was expecting a replacement presen[alion.

97.

At 16.5, Ms ~usuf Forwarded Mr Hilmarsson's email of 16.23 onto Mr Vishwanathan and
Mr ~adlani.

98.

AL some point on 'L4 July 2008, Ms Yusuf of Deutsche and Mr Hilmarsson had a discussion
about Deutsche's know your customer requirements.

92

On 25 July 2008, Mr FlilmarSton sent an email to Ms Yusuf, following the tliscussion on
Deutsche's know your customer requirements. In that email:

99.1.

he, attached a summary of [he investment activities and professional experience of
the beneficial owners of Chesterfield and explained: "Fls Jm[her Aescribed in [he
fpresentation)1 sevd (sic] you yesterday you w111 /inA [he overview of the investment
structure and who ore the shareholders of Ches[erJield (SPVJ and the ultimate
beneficiaries on tap of thaC';

99.2.

he said that "We do no[ have any investment memorandum or prospectus'. It must
have been clear Co Deutsche that the absence of an Investment memorandum or
prospectus, or even a proper term sheet, was a further indication that This was not a
bona fide transaction where investors had chosen to purchase an investment, but
ether a transaction engineered by I(aupthing in which the investors had no financial
exposure;

99.3.

he saitl that "~s you may notice Jrom ([BeJ overview and the resume 1 provided you
with yesterday of Mr Ko~im Von den End (SicJ, the person who is in charge of
Chesterfield, you can see that [hey are ull experienced people in Cerms of investment
and financial activities. All the Invesfais are clients of Kaupthing Bonk and have been
Jor o long time". Ms Yusuf therefore knew [hat [here were strong links between [he
individuals and Kaupthing;
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Mr Hilmarsson noted Ueu[sche's know your customer requirements including [he

99.4.

requirement for a sponsor or originator but said that it would be difficult to Find
another bank or financial in c[itution [n act as a "Sponsor' or an "Investment
Monoge/'. The difficulty was Iha[ Kaupthing's clients had "all their mo/or banking
at[ivities with us and no specific relation to other books that would be involved in this
type of transaction'; further, `~iJt would be (._J highly sensitive from a professions(
secrecy point of view and the nature Of this transaction. To invoWe ano[he~ bank nr
financial institution of [his stage, where we would neeA to disclose the name of our
investors and to describe the nature of the t~onsnction would challenge 1P' [sir,];

Mr Hlimarsson concluded: "/((Deutsche) cannot ronsiAer that both the investors and

99.5.

Karim as being the Director of the SPV ore oat qunii/ieA to enter into this transaction
(sicj, wiehout involving another )financial institution we ton consider that tfiis
transaction wlll mt 90 any further'.

100.

On 25 July 2006, Mr Vishwanathan met wRh Mr Gudmundsson and others from Kaupthing
In Reykjavik.7he proposed transactions were discussed at [his meeting.

101.

On 27 July 2008, Mr Vishwanathan emailed Ms Yusuf as follows: "To get thlt through, 1
think we may need to be upfront with [he (know your customer) team and say that all of
these sophisticated Investors are lorry-standing clients a/ Kaupthing Bank (antl all suaess(ul
entrepreneurs/ and shot os Kaupthin9 are obviously unable to traAe their own CDS, they
referred these clients !o us. It may also be useful to think about whether we want these
investors io siyn indemnities etc[o protect our repufatianal position. I hod n long discussion
with Magnus (CEO of Xoup LuxJ and two of Koup Group's Doard members on Fridny In
Reykjavik and they are confident they mrt get an atldiPional 250m !n Interest from other
investors in the weeks obeod if we set up a worknble structure in this case next week."

102.

It is[o be Inferred from Mr Vishwananthan's email [haC:

102.1.

Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf were prepared, if necessary, ro withhold information
from Deutsche's know your customer team, hence the statement "we~ need to
be upfront with the(know your customer]team"(emphasis added;

102.2.

Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf knew that [here remained serious reputational risks
with the proposed transactions, given Kaupthing was behind the transaction, hence
Che possibility of investors providing indemnities;
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1023.

given Fhat Mr Vishwanathan antl Ms Yusuf were aware (hat [he proposed investors
were long standing rlicn[s of Kaupthing, Mr Vishwana[han and Ms Yusuf knew that
there was a strong Ic,upthing connection;

102.4.

in light of [he matters set out in paragraphs 102.1 to 102.3 above, and Mr
Vishwana[han's anA Ms YtauNS previous dealings with I(aupthing as set nut in
paragraphs 51 fo 101 above together, Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf must have
realised tb~t I<aup[hing would be providing the funding for the proposed
transactions.

103.

On 28 July 2008, there was an internal email rxchanyc at Deutsche about the progress of
the transaction. Mr Vishwanathan emalled Mr Millard of Ueu[sche who had attended the
February 2008 Meeting with Mr VishwanatYian, saying "the other mein project is fhe
Kaupthing CW trade which is currently in (know your wstomerJ dommentatian hell (ond
the next s[a9e will be even more complimfed wi[N ~Morket Risk Management/ entering [he
pictureJ... pnd (Credit Risk Munayement] arc olso being a pain ...". It is inferred from this
email exchange that Mr Vishwana[han considered that the identity of the purchaser of [he
CWs was anything but straightforward.

104.

In response, Mr Millard asked "On koupt who is now the cln 6uyer...Y' ~sic~ and Mr
Vishwanathan responded: "Koren Millen and her husbvnd among others! Hunch of high net
worth individuals faking v punt on 250m Sy CDS(CLN/ormof but with some le~e~o9e)". Mr
Vishwanathan referred ro the transaction as a "punt" because he was aware that it was
fiigh risk.

105.

On 29 July 2008, Mr Vishwanathan updated Mr Sigurdsson that he "continue(dj to make
good progress on ge[!!ng the leveraged CLN in place with Magnus..:'.

106.

On 30 JWy 2008, Mr Nilmarsson sent an email to Mr Vishwana[han and Ms Yusuf, in which
he explained that [he third shareholder in Chesterfield (representing Mr Stanford and Ms
Millen would be Trenvis.

107.

On 4 August 2009, in response to queries raised by Mr Gudmundsson, Ms ~usuf explained
(in an email to Mr Gudmundsson and Mr Flihnarsson, coped to Mr Vishwanathan and
others)tha[:
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Deutsche's risk management were not wllliiig to provide a window of two business
days for Additional Amounts to be paid under [he CWs. Instead Ms Yusuf proposed a

107.1.

ly
compromise whereby Additional Amounts would have to be paid immeAiate but
would only be retained iF spreads continued above the Icvel which caused the mar6in
in
call to be made. It must have been dea~ to Ms Yusuf that, given the tight timing
which the Additional Amoun[S had to be paid,[he funds would come from Kaup[hing
and not the ultimate investor;

107.2.

she understood Mr Gudmundsson's concern that the proposed CW was already
close to [he trigger levels for the payment of Additional Amounts which mean[ that
said
on issue of the CLN, Additional Amounts might be payable in short order. She
that they should keep in mind that "selling 250m of Syr protertion is n signifirantsize
and is likety to hove the impnc[ of compressing spreads which should alleviate these
concerns".

108.

explain [ha[,
On 6 August 2008, Ms Yusuf emailed Mr tlilmarsson and Mr Gudmuiidsson ro
need co he
because Deutsche did not have settlement lines with Chesterfield, funds would
that
sent to Deutsche in London as a deposit on the Chesterfield Swap. She explained
deposit
Deutsche was working on a deposit termsheet, and that the funds would be held on
of [he funds,
until the setgement date of the swap. She confirmed that "(u]pon receipt
the
(Deutsche] will start hedging on an order bpsls" and that "(dJue to the liquidity o/
underlying we will hove to trade this in dips and agree economics as we go along".

109.

as a
Also on 6 August 2008, Chesterfield became a client of Ueulsche and was categorised
professional client.

110.

which was
On 7 August 2408, Deutsche produced a letter addressed to Chesterfield
that a
apparently designzd by Deutsche [o form the basis of an agreement. It appears
behalf of Jaeger
version of the letter was subsequently signed by a person purportedly on
as
although the identity of the person si5~ning is unclear from the doamenL Insofar
put to proof
Deutsche contends [ha[ Chesterfield Is bound by that document, Deutsche is
The letter was an
that it Was properly entered by an authorised officer of Chesterfield.
contained
attempt by Deutsche to limit its liability For iIs role in the transactions. The letter
must have
a number of purported representations by Chesterfield which Mr Vishwanathan
appreciated were untrue. In particular, Chesterfield purpor[eAiy represented that:
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110.1.

Clause 2-. "the purchase of the Notes does not violate or mnflicf wide pay law
applicable to it...";

110.2.

Clause n: "it has sufficient knowledge anA experience in financial and business
matters in rvnluate fBe merits and risks of investing in the Noes as well as arcess to,
and knowledge of, appropriate analytical fools to evaluate such merits and risks in
the rontext of ifs financial situation";

1103.

Clause 5: "it fins sufficientfinancial resources Co bear the risks of nn investment in fhe
Notes";

110.4.

Clause 6: "ir has consulted wiUi its legal, regulatory, mx, business, investment,
financial and/ of nccountiny adoisers to the extent it deems necessary, and has mnAe
its own investment, hedging anA trading Recisions (indudin9 decisions regarding the
suitability of nn investment in the Notes/ based upon its own ~ud9ement and upon
advice from such odvise~s as it deems necessary and not upon any view expresseA by
deutsche BpnkFlG London or any of its of/illo[es';

110.5.

Clause 7: '9t is octing /or its own account, and has made its awn independent
decisions to invest in [he Notes and as to whether the investment in the Noes is
Appropriate or properfor if bttsed upon its ownjudgement and upon advice from such
advisers as it has deemed neressor~';

110.6.

Clause II: "it is not relying on any communication (w~ltten or oral)from Deutsche
Dank AG London as investmenS advice or as a recommendation to invest in !Ne Notes,
it being undersmod Choi infnrmatlon and explanations remrrd ro the teens and
conditions o/ tAe Notes shall no[ be considered to be investment advice or a
recommendation to invest in the Noes";

110,2

Clause 9: "i[ is capable of assuming, and assumey [he risks of[he investment in the
Noes".

111.

The letter contained [he following purported acknowledgments on the pan of Chesterfield:

111.1.

Clause (viii): "[he Notes are not on appropriate investment for investors who are
unsophlstimted";

111.1_

Clause (x): "neiCAer the Issuer nor the Dealer is acting ps afiduciary(or or adviser to it
in respect o/ the investment in the Notes".

112.

On 8 August 2008, Chesterfield entered the Chesterfield Swap with Deutsche. This
transaction was mnfrmed in a swap confirmation letter dated 8 August 2008. 1[ is believed
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that the swap confirmation letter was signed 6y Mr van den Ende on behalf of Jaeger nn D
August 2008, and Deutsche signed this domment an 12 August 2008.

113.

Thereafter Deutsche se[ about pu[tin~ in place [he CDS Hedges for the CW (as envisaged in
Mr Vishwanathan's email of 18 June 2008, see paragraph G2 above). The price achieveU on
the hedges would [hen se[[he level of [he coupon payaUle on the CLN. Deutsche conducted
the hedging ca refuliy, with [he intention of trading with (and thereby eliminating from [he
markets those counterparties who were willing to pay the highest price for Kaupthing CDS,
The participants in the scheme kept a firm eye on the impact that the hedging was having
on Kaupthing's credit spreads.

113.1.

In [he morning of 8 August 2008, Mr Gudmundsson sent an email to, inter alts, Ms
YusuF, to ask "~hJove we storied Crodin9Y'.

113.2.

Early that afternoon, he emailed Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf to ask "(a]ny news
for my clients?".

1133.

On ]1 AuyusS 2008, Mr Gudmundsson emailcA Ms Yusuf and Mr Vishwana[han and
asked "fd]o you have ony newsforme"[sicJ.

113.4.

Later the same day, Mr Gudmundsson emailed Mr Dadlanl, copied to Mr Lin and Ms
Yusuf, and asked "plenser (sic] inform me of fhe progress by end of doy and at what
level the market closes".

114.

As Mr Vishwanathan had promised in his email of 18 June 2008, set out in paragraph 62
above, [he impact on the market was immediate and direct. As Deutsche exemCed the
hedges, credit spreads in Kaupthing started Falling as the market notlred the arrival of
sellers. In addition, market commentators, apparently unconnected with [he transactions,
noted the suJden reversal in KaUp[hing's credit spreads. By way of example, on 12 August
7008, an inAividual called Ms liaszkicwia circulated an email, copied to Mr Vishwana[han,
which noted: "The situation in the Icelandic CDS seems to hove reversed the o[hei way/ram
what we sow for the last 2 months. Oeforehand there were na ocrounfs willing fo write
protection, we only sow buyers, virtually no flows and hence a widening o/ 3506ps + on 5306ps oday. Currently what we ore seeing is all accounts willing fo sell protection, virtually
no trading as well qnd shift the other wGy".
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On 15 August 2008, Mr Vishwanathan emaileJ Mr Millard of Deutsche, copied to Ms Yusuf,

115.

confirming thzt €250 million of Kaupfhing CDS had been sold. Mr Vishwanathan's email
referred to "Lots of hard worlr on developing [he ~pproprio[e structure and Brent
coordination and execution by Shaheen over the last month an this stro[egic projecC', i[ is to
be inferred:

715.1.

that the reference to the transaction be~n~ a "sfro[egic projecC' is a reference to the
February 2008 Meeting attended by Mr Vishwanathan and Mr Millard and the
strategy devised to move Kaup[hin~ s CDS spreads;

115.2,

that Mr Vishwanathan'S reference to "lots of hard work nn developing the
appropriate structure" was a reference to Deutsche's work frorn February 2008 in
dev¢bpin~ [he structure for K,upthing;

115.3,

[hat Mr Vishwanathadt reference to Ms YusuF reflects her dose involvement and
understanding of the tran5a[Uon, including Che involvement of Kaup[hing.

116.

On the same day, Mr Vishwanathan emailed Mr Gudmundsson, copying in Mr Sigurdsson
and Ms Yusuf, to thank Mr Gudmundsson for his patience and cooperation in closing the
Chesterfield CLN for his clients and noting that the transaction had "plso hod a great
positive impact on your CDS sprends". Mr Sigurdsson replied to this email to say it "seems
our 6arcelono trip paid of/".

117.

Between 8 and 7.5 August 200A, Kauplhin~'s spreads decreased from approximately
10006ps (i.e 10%)[0 650 bps (i.e. 6.5%x, a fall of 350 bps (or 3.5%) in the spare of a week.
This Was an unprecedented downward move in Kaupthing's credit spreads.

118.

Given the success of the Chesterfield CLN and the positive impact that it had had on
Kaupthing'S credit spreads, on 18 qu6ust 2008, Mr Gudmundsson emailed Mr
Vishwanathan (at MrSigurdsson's requese)[o ask whether Deutsche would be interested in
another similar transaction, and negotiaCions about the Partridge transaction commenced.
In an email of 18 August 2006 from Mr GUdmimdsson to Mr Vishwana[han and copied ro
Ms Yusuf, Mr Gudmundsson identified the proposed beneficial owner behind the new
transacPion ay Olafur Ola fs~on who he saiU was a "9-10%shore holder of Koupthing hf'. Mr
Vishwanathan forwarded this email [o Mr YusuF asking "What do you think from a risk
standpoint".
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119.

On 1 September 2008, M5 Schweiger of Koupthing Lux emailed Mr Vishwanathan and Ms
Yusuf introducing Partridge as Che SPV that would 6e entering into the second transaction,
Her email attached a presentation which made it clear that [he shareholder in Nartridge
was Harlow, and that the shareholder in Harlow was a private individual. On 3 September
2008, Ms Schweiger sent Mt Yusuf a letter from Partridge purportedly signed by Jaeger,
which said that Partridge had been esCabiished solely for the purpose of entering into the
second transaction.

120.

By this stage, Kaupthing's credit spread had gone back up to around 7756ps from a low of
GSObp on 15 August 2D08. Purthe~ there was considerable weakness in [he global financial
markets which was continuing !o put upw~rd pressure on Kaupthing's credit spreads.

121.

In late August and early September 2008, there was a raft of bad financial news from
around the world which had a negative impact on [he finandal markets.

122.

On 5 September 2008, the FTSE suffered its steepest weekly decline since July 2002. On 7
September 2008,[he US Federal Natlonal Mortgage Association (FNMA, commonty known
as Fannle Mae and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), known as
Freddie Mac were both placed into public ownership.

123.

On or about 9 September 2008, a representative of Deutsche in Formed Mr Gudmundsson
that if funds were received by Friday 12 September 2008, Deutsche could Uegin to self CDS
on Kaupthing on Monday 15 September 2008.

724.

On 11 September 2008, Partridge Uecame a client of Deuucbe and was categorised as a
professional client.

125.

On 12 September 2006, Partridge entered the Dar[ridge Swap with Deutsche. This
transaction was confrmed in a swap confirmation letter dated 15 September 20Q8. The
swap confirmation letter was signed by Mr van den Ende on behalf of Jaeger, and Deutsche
signed this document. AC the time of the Partridge Swap, Kaupthin~s credit spreads were
approximately 775bps.

126.

On 145ep[ember 2008, investment bank Mertill Lynch was taken over 6y bank of Flmerica;
on 15 Septem Ger 2008, Lehman brothers collapsed, and on 16 September 20D8, the US
Government stepped In to rescue the US insurer AIG.
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127.

On 16 September 2008, Mr Gudmundssan reyues[ed that he be sent spreads "everyAny, so
can be upro date iJ you JinAsnme hedge" sic).

128.

On 17 September 2009, Kaupihing's credit spreads had deteriorated further end were
approximately SSSObps. Mr Gudmundsson emailed Mr Vishwana[han on [he same day at
11:54 saying "Haw con the cds sp~'eoA be were they are compote to our trade(. JArr, a no[
pold to work for us?" [sic]. The clezr inference from this email was Mr Gudmundsson
though[ that Kaupthing was Deutsche's client in respect of the CLNs, rather Chan any
private investors, and that the intention was to reduce Kaupthing's CDS spreads.

129.

On or around 19 September 7008, Deutsche male margin calls of f50 million each under
[he Chesterfield ClN and the Partridge CW. These calls were confirmed in an email of 20
September 2008.

130.

On Saturday 20 September 7008, Ms Yusuf e~nailed Mr Gudmundsson suggesting thah
Partridge invest in a new CLN In place of the €50 million margin call, depositing €50 million
of cash that would then be switched into a C W [o be issued on 3 October 2008.

131.

On 7.2 September, it was confirmed that [he cash would instead be used For a fully funded
CDS (the PartYitlge CDS~, and Deutsche would have the right to treat the Funds as an
Additional Amount under the Partridge CLN.

132.

On or around 22 September 2008, Kaupthing advanced €50 million to Partridge by way of
short term loan. This was transferred to Partridge's account at Kaupthing Lux, and from [hat
account to Deutsche, and was used to fund the Partridge CDS.

133.

On or around 22 September 2008, Kaupthing advanced €50 million [o Ches[er(ield by way
of short term loan. This was t~ansferreci to Chesterfield's attount at Kaup[hing Lux, and
from that account to Deutsche.

13h.

On 2ti September 2008, Deutsche tailed for a further €50 million from Chesterfield. On 29
September 200A, Kaupthing advanced a loan of €50 million to Chesterfield. This was
transferred to Chesterfield's account at Kaupthing Lux, and from that account to Deutsche.

135.

On or around'2 October 2008:

7.35.1.

Deutsche issued[he Partridge CLN;
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135.2.

Deutsche gave notice Iha[ the Partridge CDS would be terminated and the funds
treated as an Additional Amount under the Partridge CLN;

135.3.

Deutsche made a further demand for a margin p2ymen[ of €50 million under the
Partridge ClN;

135.0..

by an email [o Ms Yusuf, mpictl to Mr Vishwanathan, Mr Gudmundsson requested
payment Instructions "as the payment this time will come directly from (IcelondJ".
The reference to "this time" the payment was coming "direcfl/' from Iceland,
suggested that previously payments had mme indirectly from Iceland. Ms Yusuf did
not query this, and if is Inferred that this is because she knew that funds were coming
from Kaupthing;

135.5.

Mr Vishwanathan forwarded the paymenC instructlons, and made no comment on
the fact that the payment was to come directly from Iceland. I[ Is inferreA that [his
was hecause Mr Vishwanathan knew that the funds were coming from Kaup[hing;

135.6.

€50 million was transferred by Kaupthing to Deutsche, and received on 3 October
2008.

Also on 2 Octoher 2008:

136.

136.1.

Mr Vishwanathan Informed Mr Atlals[einsson that Deutsrhe's risk management
department considered that Kaupthing was "dose to the tipping poinP';

136.2,

Mr Olsson of Deutsche contactetl Mr Sigurdsson looking to set up a call with Mr
Vishwanathan on the following day;

]36.3.

Mr Vishwanathan emailed Mr Gudmunsson, copied to Mr Sigurdsson, to offer "nn
investment opportunity directly for (KaupthingJ li.e. we would be happy to deal
directly with (Kaupthing~; no need for nny extema! investor)" which included a CLN
referenced to Kaupthing. The reference in the email "direc[ty for (KaupthingJ"
implied that the previous investments(the Chesterfield and Partridge CWs) haJ been
Indirecro~portunities for Kaupthing.

137.

On 3 October 200fl, Deutsche demanded a final €25 million in margin from Chesterfield and
a final €25 million in margin from Partridge. Ms Yusuf was aware that funAs to meeC these
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margin calls would be coming directly from Iceland, and on 6 Oc[o6er 2008, at [he request
of Mr V~shwanathan, she sent a request for funds Airectly to MrJensson of Kaup[hing.

13£3.

Aside letter for Partridge, which in material terms was in the same form as the Chesterfield
side letter referred to in paragrrph 110 above, was subseryuently signed on or around 7
October 2006 6y a person purportedly on behalf of JaeQe~ although the identlty of [he
person signing is imdenr from the document. Insofar as Deutsche contends that Par[rid6e is
bountl by [hat document, Deutsche is put to proof [hat it was properly entered by an
authorised officer of Partridge. The letter was an attempt 6y Deutsche [o limit its liability
for its role in the transactions. 1'he letter contained a number of purportetl representations
by Partridge which Mr Vishwanathan must have appreciated were untrue.

139.

On 7 October 2008, Kaupthing paid a sum of €50 million (o Deutsche for the Final margin
payments under each of the Chesterfield CLN and the Partridge CLN.

1q0.

Accordingly, by 7 October 7008, Kaupthing had advanced sums totalling €255 million to
Chesterfield and the Chesterfield Shareholders, and €255 million to Partridge and the
Partridge Shareholder, of which E508.625 million had been advanced to Deutsche.

141.

On 9 October 240fl, Kaupthing's directors were dismissed and a Resolution Committee was
appointed.

K.

Unlawful Nature of tf~e Chesterfield CLN,the Partridge CLN and the Vartridge LOS

142.

The Chesterfield CIN, the Partridge CI.N anU the Partridge CDS were unlawful transar.[ions
In that they were intended m, and dIU, secretly manipulate I(aupthing's CDS spreads and
thereby the market for CDS referenceU to Kaupthing, and the market for Kaup[hing bonds.
In particular, the Transactions were unlawful on [he basis of the matters set out in
paragraph5143 to 145 below.

143.

The Transactions constituted market abuse unJer tettion 118 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000("FSMA").
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143.1.

Kaupthing bands were admii[eJ for 4ading on the London Stock Exchange, the
Luxembourg Stack Excf~ange and [he OMH Nordic Exchange. As a msidt, Kaupthing
bonds were qualifying investments for the purposes of mctlon 11II(1)~a) of FSMA.

143.2.

~n addition, to [he Vest of the Claimants and Joint Liquidators' belief, Deutsche's
US$40 billion Global Structured Note Programme, which included [he CLNs, were also
admitted for trading on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and an appllca[ion ro admit
had been made by the time [ha[ the CWs were pufchased.

1433.

In the circumstances, the CLNs were also qualifying investments for the purposes of
section 118(1~(a) of FSMA;

143.4.

The Transactions were man~pulaling Crensactions, contrary to section 118(5), FSMA
and [he Market Conduct Sourceboole MAR, r1.6, in that they gave the market a
misleading impression as [o:

143.4.1. the price of Kaup[hing referenced CLNs;

143.4.J.. the supply and demand of Kaupthin6 CDS and the price at which such LDS
could be purchased; and

143.A3. the credit Spread applicable to Kaupthing; and
143.4.4. the supply and demand of Kaupthing bonds and the price at which such
hoods [ould be p~rthased.

143.5.

The Transactions were contrary to section 118(6), FSMA and the Market Conduct
Sourcebook MFlR, r1J, Since the Transactions, and the resulting WS hedges,
involved effecting transactions or orders ro trade based on the following deception
or Contrivance:

143.5.1. the Transactions and [he resulting CDS hedges (which in turn impacted on
the market for Kaupthing bonds) were funded by Kaupthing hu[ this was
intentionally obscured by the ownership structure of Ches[erfielA and
Vartridge;
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143.5.2. Mr Slgurdsson, Mr Eina~55on, Mr Vishwana[han and Ms Yusuf wished [o keep
the fact that Kaupthing was Funding the Transactions and thus the resW[in~,
CDS hedges, a secret from [he market.

143.6.

The Transactions were contrary to section 118(7), FSMFl and the Market Conduct
Sourcebook MAR, r1.9, since the Transactions and [he resulting CDS hedges Involved
[he dissemination of information which gave or was likely to give a false or
misleading impression as to a yualifying investment by a person who knew or could
reasonably be expected to know that the information was false or misleading. The
Claimants /Joint Liquidators provide the following particulars:

1A3.6.]. [he Transactions put Deutsche in a position where it was able to sell CDS in
the market at a level which would, absent the transactions, have been below
the market price;

143.6.2. the offers that Deutsche made to sell CDS in the market involved [he
dissemination of informatlon which gave or was likely to give a false or
misleading impression as to Kaupthing referenced CWs and Kaupthing
bonJs.

Sh3,7,

AI[ematively, the Transactions constlwted misleading behaviour and market
distortion, contrary to section 118(8, FSMA and [he Market Conduct Sourcebook
MAR, r1.9, in that they there were likely to give a regular user of the bond market a
false or misleading impression as to:

143.7.1. the prke of Kaupthing referenced CLNs;

143.7,2. the supply and demand of Kaupthing CDS and the price at which such CDS
could be purchased; and

143.73. the credit spread applicable to Kaupthing; and

ih3J.4. the supply and demand of Kaupthing bonds and the price a[ which such
bonds could he purchased.

164,

the Transactions were contrary to the prohibition on market, manipulation unAer
Luxembourg law, specifically as contained in arts 1.2 and 11 of the Wxembourg Law of 9
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May 2006 on Market Abuse (as amended). The Claimants and the Joint Liquidators rely on
the following matters.

144.1.

Pursuant to art 11, ali persons are prohibited from engaging in market manipulation.

1442.

Under art 1.2, "market manipulation" includes (a) transactions or orders [u trade
which give, or are likely to give, false or misleading signals as to [he supply of,
demand for or price of financial instruments, or which secure, by a person, or
persons acting in collaboration,[he price of one or several financial instruments at an
abnormal or artificial level, unless the person who entered info the transaztions or
issued the order to trade, establishes [ha[ his rnasuns for so doing are legitimate and
that these transactions or orders to trade conform to accepted market practices on
[he regulated market concerned,(b) transactions or orders fo trade which employ
fictitious devices or any other form of deception or contrivance, ~c) dissemination of
Information through Che media or by any other means, which gives, or is likety to
glue, false or misleading signals as [o financial instruments, including the
dissemination of rumours and false or misleading news, where the person who made
the dissemination knew, or ought [o have known, that [he information was false or
misleading.

1483.

"Financial insCrumenP' includes transFerable securities (art 13)). Kaup[hinE bonds
were transferable securities within [he meaning of articles 13 and 1.A. The CLNs
were also financial instruments for the purposes of the above Wxembourg law on
the basis of the matters se[ out in the First sentence of paragrapF 143.2 above.

144.0.,

Art 11 applies to actions carried out in Wxembourg or ahroad mnceming financial
instruments tart 5).

144.5.

The Transactions constituted market manipulation under Luxembourg law on the
basis of the following matters:

144,,.1. "the Transactions gave the market a misleading impression as ro (a) the price
of Kaupthing referenced CWs and (b) the Supply and demand of Kaupthing
COS and the price at which such tD5 could be purchased, and the credit
spread applicable to Kaup[hing, and the supply and demand of Kaupthing
bonds and the price at which such bonds rould be purchased.
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1h4.52. The Trans2ctions and fhe

restating CDS hedges involved

effecting

transactions or orders to trade based on the following deception or
mn[rivance in [ha[ (a) the Transactions and the restating COS heUges (which
in turn impacted nn the market For Kaupthin@ bonds) were funded by
Kaupthing 6u[ thls was intentionally obscured by the ownership structure of
Chesterfield and Partridge and (b) Mr SigurJsson, Mr Einarsson, Mr
Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf wished Co keep the fact that Kaupthing was
funding the Transactions and thus the resulting CDS hedges, a secret from
the market.

144.59. The Transactions and the resulting fD5 hedges involved the dissemination oP
information which gave or was likely to give a false or misleading impression
In that (a) the Transactions put Deutsche in a position where it was able ro
sell COS in [he market at a level which would, absent the Transactions, have
been below the market price and (b) the offers that Deutsche made to sell
CDS in the market involved the dissemination of informatlon which gave or
was likely to give a false or misleadinC impression as to Kaupfhing referenced
CLNs and Kaupthing hoods.

1n5.

The Transactions were contrary to the prohibition on market abuse under Icelandic law,
specifically as contained in Article 117 of the Icelandic Acf No. 108/2007 on Securities
Transactions. The Claimants and the Joint Liquidators miy on the following matters:

145.1.

Pursuant to Article 117, market abuse .s prohibited,

145.2.

Pursuant to Artirle 117,"market abuse" means transactions or orders to trade which
(a) give, or are Ilkely to give, False or misleading signals as to the supply of, demand
for or price of finanrlal instruments or secure the price of one or more financial
instruments at an abnormal or artificial level, unless the party that conducted [he
[rensactions or issued the orders to trade can demonstrate that [here were
legitimate reasons for so doing and that these transactions or orders [o trade
conform to accepted market practices on the regulated market in question, (b)
transactions or orders to trade which employ fictitious devices or any other form of
deception or contrivance, (c) dissemination of information, news or rumours which
give, or are likely to give, false or misleading information or signals concerning
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financial instruments, where the party that disseminnceU the information knew, or
should have known, that the information was false o~ misleading.

145.3.

"~inonciol inst~umenY' includes (Flrtide 2, paragraph 1, point 2 (rh)) securities,
including bonds, swaps anA any other derivative contracts relating to securities, and
derivative Instruments for the transfmr of credit risk.

145 A,

Pursuant to Flrtide 115, Arlide 11J applies m:

145.4.1. financial instruments that have been admitted Co [roding or requested to be
admitted to trading on a regulated market in Iceland, the European Ewnomlc
Area or comparable foreign markets;

145.41, financial instruments IinkeA to one ar more financial instruments of the kind
refzrred to in paragraph 1 5.4.1 above.

1n5.5.

K~upthing Uonds were admitted For trading on a regulated market in Iceland or the
E&Fl, and so were financial instrwnenU for the purposes of Article 117 as set out in
paragraph lASA above. The CWs were also financial instruments for the purposes of
the above Icelandic law on the basis of [he matters set out in the first sentence of
paragraph 1431 above.

1h5.6.

Further, CDS re Ferenced to Kau pthing were linked Co K~upthing bands and so were
also financial instruments for the purposes of Flrtide 117 asset out in 145.4.1 above.
CDS referenced to Kaupthing were linked [n Kaupfhing bonds because:

145.63. sales of CDS referenced to Kaup[hing were likely [o affect the market value of
I(aupthing's bonds; and/or

145.62. certain Kaupthing bonds were deliverable obligations on a credit event under
I(aup[h ing CDS.

145 J.

The Transactions constituted market manipulation under Icelandic law on the basis
of the same factual matters, particularised in paragraphs 194.51 to 194.5.3 above,
which Found the claim of market abuse under Luxembourg law.
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L.

duties owed by Jaeger

196.

As the sole director of Chesterfield and Partridge, Jaeger owed each of Chesterfield and
Partridge'.

146.1.

a Flduciary duty under BVI law (as peg section 120(1) of the OVI business Companies
Act 2004 or as a matter of com mon laws:

1A6.1.1. to act honesNy and in good faith in what the director believes to be the best
interests of each company; and

146.12. to form its own inAependent judgment as [v whether the taking of any
particular step was in [he best interests of each company;

146.2,

a fiduciary duty under BVI law (as per section 121 of the BVI Business Companies Act
200h or a5 a matter of Common law) to aft For proper purposes;

1463.

a duty of rare in negligence (as per section 122 of the eVl Business Companies Act
2004 or as a matter of common law) to act with care, Jiliyence anJ skill in superv~sin~
and managing each company's affairs.

M.

Claims by Chesterfield and Partridge based on Jaegels breaches of duty

147.

In relation to Chesterfield, Jaeger acted in breach of its fiduciary duty and its duty o/care in
negligence as parCicularised in paragraph 1h6 above by purchasing the Chesterfield Swap
and the Chesterfield CLN from Deutsche In circumstances where:

147.1,

[he Chesterfiel@ Swap and the Chesterfield CLN were unlawful transactions in that
they constituted market abuse under section 118 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 and / or market manipulation under art 11 of the Luxembourg Law
of 9 May 2006 on Market Abuse and / or market abuse under Article 117 of the Ac[
on Securities Transactions under Icelandic law as se[ out in paragraphs 143 to 1h5
above;

147.2.

the Flddi[ional Amounts payable under the Cheste~~field CLN were funded entirely by
loans which originated Rom I<aupthing and the Chesterfield CLN was a highly rislry
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transaction where there was a high likelihood of Chesterfield being unable to repay
Some or all of the loans from KauU<hing.

148.

In relation to PartriApe, Jaeger acted in breach of ils fiduciary duty and ids duty of me in
negligence as particularised in pung~aph 146 above by purchasing the Vartridge Swap,[he
Partridge CLN and [he NartriAge CDS from Deutsche in circumstances where:

148.1.

the Partridge Swap, the Partridge CLN and the Partridge CUS were unlawful
transactions in that [hey constituted market abuse under section 118 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2W0 and / or market manlpula[ion tinder art 11 of the
Luxembourg Law of 9 May 2006 on Market Abuse and / or market abuse under
Arfide 117 of the Ac[ on Securities Tnnsat[ions under Icelandic law as set out in
paragraphs 143 to 145 above;

1481.

[he Partridge CDS and [he Additional FlmounFs payable under the Partridge CLN were
Fwitled entirely by loans which originated from I<aupthin~ anA the Partridge CLN and
the Partridge CDS were highly risky transactions where there was a high likelihood of
Partridge being unaUle [o repay some or all of the loans from Kaupthiny.

The Applicaple Law for any Tortious Liability of Deutsche, Mr Sigurdsson and Mr

N.

Einarsson

149.

The [or[ious claims against Deutsche, Mr Sigurdsson and Mr Einarsson rebate to an unlawful
means conspiracy, as further particularised below. The events, or the most significant
element of those events, ocrurred in England. Chesterfield and Partridge rely on the
particulars set out below, which they reserve the right to supplement on disclosure;

149.1.

the Transactions were designed, shuctured and arranged by Deutsche bank's London
Branch;

149.2.

[he keY Personnel dealing with the transaction at Deutsche were all based in London
and worked from Deutsche's London office on the Transactions;

1493.

[be Tra nsactions were each ~ovemed by EnP,~ish haw;
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1~9A.

150.

[he CDS market operated primarily from London.

In the circumstances, the applicable law under s11 of fhe Private International Law
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1995 ("PICA") is English law. Alternatively if (contrary to the
Claimants' primary case) the applicable law for claims for unlawful means conspiracy was
[he law of another country under s11 of PIIFl, then pursuant ro s12 of PItA, it is
Substantially more appropriate for the applicable law for determining the issues in this case
to be English law.

151.

If contrary to the ClaimanCs' primary case vs articulated in paragraphs l49 ro 150 above,
[he applicable law for conspiracy to injure by unlawful means is not English law, then the
Claimants' Case is that it is ~VI law which is [he law of the domicile of the victims. For [hc
pw~poses of the Claimants' claims, the tor[ of conspiracy to injure by unlawful means under
English law is iJentical to that tort under BVI law.

O.

Claims uy CheSSerffeid and Partridge based on Unlawful Means Conspiracy

152.

CFesterfield and Partridge claim damages against Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Elnarsson and
Deutsche for ronspirary to injure by unlawful means.

The Combination

153.

It is to be inferred that Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Einarsson and Deutsche (or any two or more
mgether)conspired and combined together on [he basis of:

153,1.

the February 2008 Meeting attended by inter alia, Mr Einarsson, Mr Vishwanathan
antl Mr Mlllartl of Deutsche which focused on Kaupthing's credit spreads and how
[hey could be manipulated downwards using a programme of bond buybacks, as
partlailnrisecl In paragraphs 52 above;

153.2.

the meeting of 13 June 2008 and the email of 18 Jurie 2008 From Mr Vishwanafhan In
which Mr Vishwanathan put forward an idea for a CLN referenced to Kaupthing
which would achieve the same end as the previou, proposal of bond buybacks, as
particularised in paragraphs 60 to 62 above, and Mr Sigurdsson and Mr Einarsson's
subsequent discussion of that email;
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1533.

the meeting on or around 9 July 2006 between Mr Si~+urdsson .md MNishwana[han
in which i[ was decided that [he CLNs referenced to Kaup[hing would be purchased
by high net worth individuals closely associated with Kaup[hiog, ~5 particularised in
paragraph 76 above.

The Unlawful Aclion

The action taken wa; unlawful in [hat:

154.

154.1.

i[ involved a breach of fiAuciary duty and the duty of care in negligence by the
director of ChesterField and Partridge in entering the transzc[ions, as particularised in
pa ragraph51n7 a0ove and 148 above.

1541.

i[ involved market abuse under section 118 of fhe Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 and / or market manipulation under art 1] of the Wxembourg Law of 9 May
2006 on Market Abuse and / or market abuse under Article 117 of the Ac[ on
SeNrities Transactions under Icelandic law as sef out in paregraphs 143 to 1h5
above;

15h.3.

it involved a breach of fiduciary duty by Mr Sigurdsson and Mr Einarsson as directors
and officers of Kaupthing In that;
15h3.1. the Transactions were unlawFW as seT. nut in paragraphs 143 to 1M15 above;
154.3.2. the Transactions involved the application of su6stanfial funds by Kaupthing in
circumstances where Kaupthing was already in significant Financial dlfflcu~Fies
and where I<aupthing might need liquid funds in the near future. These funds
were lent on an ~msecured basis and on uncommercial terms and in breach
of Kaupthing's own internal rules on authorising lending;
15h.3.3. they did not properly assess the risks of the 7ran5actions and consider
whether it was appropriate to tale the risk [hat they would not reach
maturity and would terminate early.

155.

Mr Si6urdsson and Mr Einarsson knew:
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155.1.

(ram their positions as directors and ofFcers of Kaupt~~In~+ and Cheir involvement In
the Transactions that they were being wholly funded by Kz upthing and Cha[ (here
was a very signiFita nt fisk that neither Chesterfield or Vartrid5+e woWd he able to
repay the loans From Kaupthing;

155.2.

that the Transactions would be a breach of their own duties as directors and officers
of Kaupthing, as particularised in paragraphs 1543 above, since the loans made to
Chesterfield antl Partridge InvolveA the deployment of substantial sums by I(aupthing
at a time when i[ was in significant financial difficulties and where the Aisbursement
of funds had not been approved by Kaupthing's credit rommittee;

1553.

that the innsactions would be a breach of laeyer's duties as particularised in
paragraphs 154.1 above;

155,q,

that the Transactions would involve unlawful conduct in the market /market abuse
as particularised in paragraphs 154.2 above.

15G.

Alternatively, M~ Sigurdsson and Mr Einarsson were recklessly indifferent as to the matters
set oUt in paragraph 155 above.

157.

Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf, acting within the scope of their employment at Deutsche,
knew:

157.1.

that the Transactions were being wholly funded by Kaupthing since:

157.1.1. the Transactions had originated from discussions with Kaup[hing about how
Kaup[hing could influence its credit spreads;

157.1.2. Ms YuSUf had been sent[he Original PresenWUon prepared by Kaupthing lux
which showed KauplbinR as the funder of[he Chesterfield Transactions;

157.13. the CLNs were structured such [hat, if credit spreads deteriorated, very
suhstantial Additional Amounts would become payable on a very short
timescale. Deutsche always operated an the basis that such funds would be
remitted in a very short timeframe and had rejected Kaupthing's request that
the Funds were provided on two business Jays' notice, as particularised in
paragraph 107.1 above. Deutsche could not have believed [ha[ high nee
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worth individuals would be able to provide such FundinG at such short notice
without at least the assistance of bank lending from I(aupthing. Further
Deutsche never questioned the fact that there were four different individuals
behind Chesterfield and the Additional Amounts would only be paid iF those
four inAiviAuals all agreed to and were able to provide the Additional
Amounts immediately. I[ is inferred from the fact that the Deutsche never
raised this point that it knew that the funding was roming from Kaupthing;

157.2.

that the Transactions would constitute unlawful conduct in the market /market
abuse as particularised in paragraphs 154.2 above since [heir purpose was the
unlawful manipulation of Kaupthing's credit spreads;

157.3.

that [he Transactions involved a breach of Jaeger's duties as particularised in
paragraphs 154.1 above; and

157.4.

that the Transactions involved a hreach of [he duties of Mr Sigurdsson and Mr
Einarsson as directors and oNicers of Kaupthing, as particularised in paragrephs 154.3
above.

158.

Alternatively Mr Vishwanathan and Ms YUsuf, actlny within the scope of their employment
with Deutsche, were recklessly indifferent to the matters set out in paragraphs 157,1 to
157.4 above.

Intent to Iniure

159.

Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Einarsson and Mr Vishwanathan (and thus Deutsche) knew the
Transactions would 6e injurious to Chesterfield and PaRridge (and each of[hemp.

160.

Alternatively, Mr Sigufdsson, Mr Einarsson and Mr Vishwanathan (and thus Deutsche) were
recklessly indifferent as to whether the Transactions would be injurious to Chesterfield and
Partridge hand each of[hem).
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P.

Claims by Chesterfield and Partridge for Deutsche's Dishonest Assistance and Knowing
Receipt

161.

Deutsche, acting through Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf, dishonestly assisted, contrary to
[nglish law or alternatively BVI law, in breaches by Jaeger of its fiduciary duly to
Chesterfield and Partridge as particularised in paragraphs 147 and 148 above.

162.

Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf (and thereby Deutsche) knew that the Transactions were
being funded by Kaupthing. Alternatively Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf (and [hereby
Deutsche) were mckless as to that question.

163.

Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf (and thereby Deutsche) knew that [he Transactions were
unlawful in that they constituted market abuse under section 118 of [he Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 and / or market manipulation under art 11 of the Luxembourg Law of
9 May 2006 on Market Abuse and / or market abuse under Article 117 of [he Act on
Securities Transactions under Icelandic law as set out in paragraphs 143 to 145 above.
Alternatively, Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf (and thereby Deutsche) were reckless as to
that question.

164.

Deutsche, acting through Mr Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf, dishonestly assisted, contrary to
English law or alternatively BVI law, Jaeger to enter the Transactions and thereby act In
breach of its fiduciary duty and its duty of care in negligence, by structuring and arranging
the Transaction. Chesterfield and Partridge have suffered loss and damages as a result of
Deutsche's dishonest acts in [ha[ they remitted a total of €508,625,000 to Deutsche in
respect of the Transactions and received no monies back on termination of the CLNs and
the Partridge CDS.

165.

Deutsche received funds from Chesterfield and Partridge which it knew, through Mr
Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf, had been paid out as a result of a breach of laeger's fiduciary
duty to Chesterfield and Partridge as particularised in paragraphs 147 and 148 above.
Deutsche is liable to account for such monies as constructive trustee, under English law or
alternatively BVI law.

Q.

Loss and Damage suffered by Chesterfield

166.

As a result of and consequent on the breach of duties owed 6y Jaeger and / or [he unlawful
means conspiracy effected by Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Einarsson and Deutsche (or any two of
them, or Deutsche's dishonest assistance, Chesterfield suffered loss and damage by
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entering the Chesterfield Transactions in the amount of €130 million and paying Additional
Amounts in the sum of €1Z5 million, and su6sequentiy losing the entirety of the sums
invested.

R.

Loss and Damage suffered 6y Partridge

167.

As a result of and consequent on the breach of duties owed by Jaeger and / or the unlawful
means conspiracy effected by Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Einarsson and Deutsche (or any [wo of
them), or Deutsche's dishonest assistance, Partridge suffered loss and damage 6y entering
the Partridge Transactions in [he amount of €128.625 million and paying Additional
Amounts in the sum of €125 million, and su6sequencly losing the entirety of the sums
invested.

5.

Interest

168.

The Claimants claim interest under section 35A(1) of the Senior Courts Act 1981 at such
rete~s) on such amounts) and for such perfod(s) as the Court sees just, or interest subject
to the equitable jurisdiction of[he Court.

T.

Claims by the Joint Liquidators for Freudulent Trading

169.

Further and alternatively to [he claims articulated in paragraphs 146 to 165 above, the Joint
Liquidators seek a declaration that Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Einarsson, Mr Vishwanathan and
Deutsche, and each of them, are liable to contribute to [he assets of Chesterfield and
Partridge for fraudulent trading, pursuant to Article 21(g) of the CBIR and section 213 of[he
Insolvency Act 1986, because each of them was knowingly party to the carrying on of the
business of each of Chesterfield and Partridge with intent to defraud creditors of each
company or for a fraudulent purpose. The remedy sought for fraudulent trading is one [o
which the loin[ Liquidators would be entitled pursuant to section 255 of the BVI Insolvency
Act 2003.

170.

The business of each of Chesterfield and Partridge was carried on for a fraudulent purpose,
namely:
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170.1.

m mislead the market over whether there were genuine munterparties wishing to
sell CDS referenced to Kaupthing; and / or

1702.

to mislead [he market by obscuring, through the use of Chesterfield and Partridge,
that sellers in CDS referenced Kaupthing were actually Funded by ICaup[hing; and / or

1703.

to carry out market abuse untler section 116 of the Financial Servires and Markets
Act 2000 and / or market manipulation under art 7.1 o(the Luxembourg Law of 9 May
2006 on Market Abuse and / or market abuse under Article 117 of the Act on
Securities Transactions untler Icelandic inw as set out in paragraphs lh3 [0 145
above.

171.

At all material times, .lae~er did not exercise any proper independent discretion in
manag~n~ the business of Chesterfield and Partridge and instead managed the business of
Chesterfield and Partridge at the behest of Mr Elnarsson and Mr Sigurduon, in pursuance
of the fraudulent purposes of Mr Einarsson and Mr Sigurdsson. Directions from Mr
Einarsson and Mr Slgurds5on were passed to J~eEer through Mr Gudmimdsson and Mr
I~lilmarsson of Kaupthing Lux, and other members of the team at Keupehing lux. Jaeger was
reckless and / or[umed a blind eye to the Fraudulent purpose of Chesterfield and Partridge
set out in panyraph 170 above and fziled to make any, nr any adequate, enquiry as to the
nature and purpose of the business of[he companies.

172.

Mr SigUrdsson and Mr Elnarsson (and each of[hem) were knowingly parties to the carrying
on of the business of Chesterfield and Partridge (and each of them) for a fraudulent
purpose, namely unlawful conduct in the market/ market nbuse, in thaC

172.1.

Mr Einarsson engaged in discussions with Deutuhe about manipWating Kaupthing's
CDS spreads, including identifying a coun[erparry to take part .n such manipulation
has further partiwlarised in paraG~aphs 52 to 74 abovel;

172.2.

Mr Sig~rdsson was aware tiiu[ Deutsche was not willing to Face Kaup[hing in [he
proposed Trensac[ion, and required Kaupthing to identify a third parry cuunterparry
for the proposed CW (as further particularised in paragraphs 67 above);

1723.

Mr Sigurdsson discussed the proposed transactions with Mr Vishwana[han (as
further particularise) at pareeraphs 75 [u 80 above);
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172.4.

as pleaded in paragraph 105 above, Mr Vishwanathan kept Mr Sigurdsson abreast of
the development of the transactions; and

172.5.

given Mr Sigurdsson's and Mr Einarsson's respective involvement in the matters set
out in this paragraph, and given their respective roles in Kaup[hing, it is to be inferred
that each was aware of all the matters set out in this paragraph.

Mr Vishwanathan, and thereby Deutsche, was knowingly party to the carrying on of the

173.

business of Chesterfield and Partridge (and each of them)for a fraudulent purpose, namely
unlawful conduct in the market /market abuse, in that:

173.1.

Mr Vishwanathan and Mr Millard agreed to assist Kaupthing to manipulate its CDS
spreads (as further particularised in paragraphs 52 to 75 above);

173.2.

Mr Vishwanathan proposed that Kaupthing identify a third party counterpar[y to
enter into a CLN transaction with Kaupthing as the reference entity, in order to
manipulate Kaupthing's CDS spreads (as further particularised in paragraphs 60 to 62
aBove~;

173.3.

Mr Vishwanathan discussed the proposed transactions with Mr Sigurdsson (as
further particularised ac paragraph 75 to 80 above);

173.4.

with knowledge of the intended manipulation of Kaupthing's CDS spreads, Mr
Vishwanathan and Ms Yusuf took steps to further the proposed transactions (as
Further particularised in paragraphs 77, 82, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 96, 97, 98,
99, 101, 102, 107, 108 and 115 above).

174.

Alternatively, Mr Vlshwanathan and Deutsche showed reckless indifference as Fo whether
Chesterfield and Partridge (and each of them) were engaged m [he fraudulent purposes (or
anV of them) identified in 170 above.

175.

in the circumstances, the Joint Liquidators seek a declaration:

1%5.1.

that Mr Sigurdsson, Mr Finarsson, Mr Vishwanathan znd Deutsche have been
knowingly a party to the carrying on of the business of Chesterfield with intent to
defraud creditors and for ocher fraudulent purposes, and that they are liable to make
such contributions to the assets of Chesterfield as the Court thinks proper;
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175,2.

[hat Mr Si~urdsson, Mr Eina rsson, Mr Vishwanaihan and Deutsche have been
knowingly a party to the carrying on of the business of Partridge with intent m
defraud creditors and for other fraudulent purposes, and that they are liable [o make
such contributions to the assets of Partridge as the Court thiN<s proper,

176.

In particular, the Joint Liquidators seek an order that [hose contributions should cover:

176.1.

Chesterfield's losses on the Chesterfield CLN;

176.2.

Partridge's bsses on the Partridge 0.N and the Partridge CDS.

AND TI1E FIRST CLAIMANT SEEKS AS AGAINST THE FIRST AND SECOND DEfENDANTS:
(1) Damages for conspiracy to injure by unlawful means
(2) Further or other relief (including all neressary accounts and enquiries to determine The
amount of any damages payable by Che DefenAants m the Claimant)
(3) Costs and interest.

AND THE SECOND CLAIMANT SEEKS AS AGAINST THE FIR57 AND SECOND DEFENDANTS:
(1) Damages for Conspiracy to injure by unlawful means
(2) Further or other relief (including all necessary accounts and enquiries to determine the
amount of any damages payaBle by the Defendants to the Claimant)
(3) Costs and lnteres[.

AND THE FIRST CLFlIMANT SEEKS AS AGAINST 7HE THI RD DEFEN DANT:
(1) Damages for breach of fiduciary duty
(2) DamaP,Ps fof negligence
(3) Equitable mmpensa[ion
~4) Further or other relief(including all neressary accounts and enquiries to determine the
amount of any damages payable by the ~efenUant [o [he Clamant)
(5) Costs and interest.

FlND THE SECON D CLAIMANT SEEKS AS AGAINST TFIE ThIIRD DEFENDANT:
(1) Damages for breach of fiduciary duty
(2) Damages for negligence
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(3) Equi(able compensation
(4) Furtherorother relief (including all necessary accounts and enquiries[o determine the
amount of any damages payable by the Defendant to the Claimant
(5) Coss and interest.

THE FIR57 CIFlIMANT SEEKS AGA WST 7NE fOUIlTI-I DC-PF.NDANT
(1) Uama~es for conspiracy to injure by unlawful means
(2) D2mages or Equlfable rompensation
(3) further or other relief (incluAing all necessary accounts and enquiries to determine the
amount of any damages payable by the Defendant to the Claimant)
(4) Costs and interest.

TNF. SF.CON~ CLAIMAN75EEK5 AGAINST THE FOURTH DEFENDANT
(1) Damages for conspiracy to injure by unlawful means
(2) Dam2ges or Equitable wmpensaUon
(3) Further or other re~ief(induding all necessary accounts and enquiries to determine the
amount of any damages payable by the Defendant to [he Claimant)
(h) Coscs and interest.

TtIE FIRST AND SECOND APPLICANTS(AS JOINT LIQUID~TDRS OF THE FIR57 CLAIMANT)SEEK
AGAINST THE FIRST TO FIFTH DEFENDANTS

(1) A declaration that they have been Imowingly a party to the carrying on of [he business of the
First Claimant with intent to defraud creditors and for other fraudulent purposes, and [hat
they are liable [o malce such contributions to [he assets of the First Claimant as the Court
thinks proper;
(2) Further oro[her relief (including all necessary accounts and enquiries to determine the
artioun[ of any damages payable by the DeFendant5, or any of Chem, to the First and Second
Applicants)
(3) Costs and interest.

7"hIE FIRST AND SECOND APPLICANTS (AS JOINT IIQUiDATORS OF THE SECOND CLAIMANT)SELK
AGAINST THE FIRST TO FIFTH DCFF.NDANTS
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(1) A declaration that they have been knowingly a parry [o the carrying on of the business of the
Semrid Claimant with intent [o defraud creditors and for other fraudulent purposes, anJ that
they are liable to make such contributions[o the assets of the SeconA Qaimant as the Court
chinks proper
(2) Fur[her orother relief (including ali necessary aaounts and enquiries ro determine the
amo~mt of any damages payable by the Defendants, or any of[hem,[o the first and Second
Applicants)
(3) Costs and iniereit.

MARK PHILLIPS QC
SHARIf Fl SHIVJI
ELEANOR HOLLAND

Statement of Truth
The Claimants/Applicants hclieve that the facts stated in these Particulars of Claim are true.
am duly authorised by the Claimants/Applicants to sign this Statement

Full name:

~~-~~~Co~v "So~1T1 All6~L3

Signed:

~~

Position:

J~~r~ ueu~oe~rott-

Dated:

~.8 '^ti~v-roMhr~ ~2~~y.
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